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SALVATION REVIVAL MEETINGS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions 13 00 per year payable In
•dvance: single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon clrculalon and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HI8TORT
The Rockland Oazette was established
n 1848 In 1874 the Courier was establahed and consolidated with the Oazette
n 1882 The Free Press was established
i 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
he Tribune These papers consolidated
Xarch 17. 1897.

Capt. Clarence Simmons now en
gaged In social service work in Provi
dence will be the special speaker.
Captain Simmons is a Rockland boy
and has been an officer for six years.
He has been stationed in various
Army corps in the east and is now a
social officer. Captain Simmons has
a message that fits the present time.
Meetings will be held every night
*• starting Sunday, and will continue
Heaven give you many, many ♦ I for one week. All meetings start at
merry days. — Shakespeare
♦
8 p. m.

NOTICE TO MARINERS

HAMILTON IS COMING

Seacoast—Prohibited Area—Buoys
John D. M Hamilton, chairman of
placed to mark this area are tem
he Republican National Committee,
porarily discontinued June 29 due to
'dll be In Maine July 14. at the dis
a cessation of experimental activities
posal of Republican leaders, bu: does
ot know where he will speak.
SALE OF HOMESTEAD
hether In one city or two.
Cottage house. 6 rooms, garage, for
sale; also two building lots, ten feet
She—Your conversation always re- deep, 160 feet frontage on Broadway.
NELLIE E. SMITH
llnds me of champagne.
359 Broadway,
Rockland. Me.
He—So sparkling?
79-lt
She—No. . . . extra dry.

JUST A MERE TEA ROOM

DANCING

OWL'S HEAD, ME.

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

Serving

GIcncove Grange Hall

LOBSTER, STEAKS. CHOPS, ICES.
BEER, ALE. SANDWICHES

79* It

Stas in Rocklanc
Will Remain

Open Friday Nigh
And Be

CLOSED ALL DAY
SATURDAY
Fourth of July
78-79

TONIGHT AT OAKLAND
JIMMY GALLAGHER
(in pe*?on)

With his famous X)-Piece Radio Band
TOMORROW NIGHT, JULY 3
DOUBLE HEADER—8 P. M TO 4 A. M.—TWO ADMISSIONS
eatnring

FRANC ADDUCCI
and his well knotn “Tent” Band of Boston
79* It

THE LIFE SAVER
AAR REV. MAINE

SPECIAL DINNER FOR JULY 4TH AND 5TH
WATERMELON
PENOBSCfr BAY SALMON, EGG SAUCE
M4SIIED POTATOEf
GREEN PEAS
PINEAPPLE ALAD
HOT ROLLS
STiAWBERRY SHORTCAKE
COFFEE
75 CENTS
Earl Reservations Will Be Appreciated

F(LEY S RESTAURANT
DURTH OF JULY SPECIAL

PHOBSCOT RIVER SALMON
(reen Peas, Pudding and Coffee
50 Cents
and try our new Pastry—large variety—freshly baked in our
own ovens daily

FOLEY’S RESTAURANT
IAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

:: SIM’S::
NEW LOBSTER GRILL
re Dinners, Lobsters, Steaks, Chicken, Sea Food
Under the same management as Sim's Sandwich Shop
t. of Parking Space
Opposte Gulf Service Station
72T-Th-tf

ESTABLISH RATES

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, July 2, 1936

ROCKLAND LIONS

Soil Conserving Payment For Day Of Felicitations, Featur
Knox County Is $1 2.50 An
ing George Dyer, Earle
Acre—Lincoln $ 1 2
Ludwick, A1 Gregory and
Frank Tirrell
County agricultural conservation

Volume 91................... Number 79.

THREE CENTS A COPY

THE TYRANNY QUESTION

Thursday
Issue

LECKEMBY WILL RUN

How the President’s New Deal Would Swap One Seeks Congressional Seat As Independent, and
Of Them For Another
Endorses Social Justice Union

committees are preparing to establish
(By Frank H. Ingraham)
rates of the soil-conserving payments
Dectaring that he could no longer, 9485 votes, running second in a field
The
meeting of the Rockland Lions
Boston Herald Editorial
for individual farms in Knox County
say
"no" to the incessant demands of eight. The nomination was won
Club,
Wednesday
noon,
was
an
says R. C. Wentworth, county agent.
As a rhetorical display, as an ap- 1 in another he said: We try in our
He points out that the rate for each especially enjoyable occasion, with peal to the primary emotions of men daily work to remember that the which are coming to him from all | by Clyde H. Smith of Skowhegan,
parts of the Second Maine District, who had 11,419 votes.
farm will depend on its productivity. some unusual features. King Lionand women, and as a political broad cause belongs not to us but to the ; Rev. J. Clarence Leckemby of Pitts
Mr. Leckemby's statement follows:
Farms more productive than the
elect Earle Ludwick requested Frank side, Mr. Roosevelt’s speech of ac people.”
"I accept the challenge of thou
field
today
announced
his
acceptance
average for the county will receive
For a free and spontaneous econo
sands of Republican and Democratio
rates higher than the county average A. Winslow, chairman of the July ceptance on Saturday night was un mic order he would, in short , substi
voters In the second Congressional
rate. Less productive farms will re entertainment committee, to preside, deniably a work of art. Mr. Farley tute "the organized power of govern
district of Maine, to be thetr candi
ceive lower rates.
and the latter found himself faced had provided an unsurpassed setting ment." Into every store, office, and
date for Congress on an independent
The average rate for Knox County, with several functions to perform, for the occasion. The President rose factory would come “the organized
! ticket. My justification is found in
announced recently, is $12.50 an acre. bult acquitted himself well in his to it with what the Republican- in power of government." Into every
methods employed by certain Maine
In Lincoln County It Is $12.
clined William Allen White described home hit by unemployment or other
| politicians in the primaries held last
manifold duties, as he always does.
Mr. Wentworth said that when
as “one of the most notable political misfortune would come “the organ
month. These methods I consider
There were several items of busi orations that have been delivered in
practically all work sheets for the
ized power of government.” Into
unethical and unfafr, both to myself
county have been turned In, the ness, including the resignation of C. America since the Civil War."
every human relationship where the
and to the other defeated candidates
Earl
Ludwick
as
president,
he
hav

committee will determine the In
The very brilliance of the speech shrewd person might conceivably
running for nomination to Congress
dividual rates from the information ing accepted -the position of King was its greatest danger for it was exploit the weak or ignorant person
upon the Republican ticket.
which farmers have given on work Lion only on condition that he re essentially a silk-gloved declaration would enter "the organized power
“I continue to march under the
sheets. The rate will be established tire in favor of Lion Frank A. Tirrell, of class war. In a few polished para of government.” To be sure. Mr.
banner of security for the aged,
by comparing the yield of a farm’s in case the latter was not elected graphs. the President consigned all Roosevelt would have us believe that
Maine has nominated two Townsend
most Important soil-depleting crop district governor, and he promptly successful business men, industrial “the organized power of govern
endorsed candidates for Congress.
with the yield of that crop for the nominated that popular Lion for the ists, and bankers to membership In ment" would be used only by wellMaine has the opportunity of elect
position, as soon as his resignation an “economic royalty" without regard meaning and unselfish idealists like [
county.
ing three candidates favorable to the
As an example, he said, suppose was accepted. Tirrell was duly elected to their individual character, their himself. But during the last three 1
Townsend Plan.
com was the principle soil-depleting as president for the ensuing year.
personal achievements, or their con years we have seen enough of it to
"Believing that the Union for So
The recent convention of the 41st tributions to the general welfare. He know that it would just as often—
crop of a farm, and the average yield
cial Justice is a defender of the poor,
of com for the farm was 30 bushels District, at Rangeley, was In the did not pretend to differentiate be perhaps more often—be used by men
I am endorsing the principles of the
an acre. Then suppose that the minds of everybody and the lively but tween the honest and the dishonest, of Mr. Farley's ilk.
Union for Social Justice, and ask for
average yield for the county was 40 friendly contest that took place there the capable and the incapable, the
Rev. J. Clarence Leckemby
The President talked much about
its support In my fight to improve
bushels an acre. The productivity of when the Camden-Rockport and generous and the selfish. To him— "economic tyranny." But there Is
the conditions of the working people.
the farm would be 36-40, which Is Rockland clubs presented rival can and to the millions he may have in another tyranny which is equally
"I appeal to the voters in all parties,
of the invitation to run for Represen
the same as 90 percent. The rate of didates for district governor, result fluenced— all of the employing class dangerous. It Is the tyranny of
tative to Congress on an independent who put the welfare of the people
the soil-conserving payment for the ing in the choice of George W. Dyer, are "privileged princes . . . thirsting philanthropy, of social service, of
above the welfare of the parties, to
ticket.
farm, then, would be 90 per cent of I who during the past year has been for power.”
good works. Certainly the govern
“I continue to march under the support me in my effort to break the
president of the Camden-Rockport
the county rate.
Such a generalization is not mere ment official who has the final word banner of security for the aged, and shackles of the political domination
Mr. Wentworth said that if a farm club and deputy district governor ly untrue. It is perilously insidious on whether a msn shall be kept on I endorse the principles of the Na and to send to Washington a man
had no soil-depleting crop more im for the zone of the district in which and destructive. For by implication or taken off the dole, whether he tional Union for Social Justice," he who will endeavor to pass on to the
portant than another, the yields of the clubs are located. Lion Dyer was it divides all Americans into two shall be given a pension, whether he
people some of the governmental
said.
two or three of his soil-depleting present yesterday together with great groups: the poor and the de shall be alloived to cultivate his ‘‘subIn the primary election last month benefits which for years have been
crops will be compared with the Lions Leon and David Crockett, serving. the rich and the undeserving. marginal’’ farm, or whether he shall Mr. Leckemby, running on the going into the pockets of the politi
Berger and Merchant of the Cam It cuts through every community In
average county yields.
be dispossessed from the home on I straight Republican ticket, received cians."
The soil-conserving, or Class 1 pay den-Rockport club, and the meeting the nation and into every business which the government holds a mort- _____
ments, will be made on acreage turned out to be one featured by and industrial enterprise, turning gage, is just as likely to be tyran- i
diverted from sow-depleting crops to good fellowship among the members neighor against neighbor and work nical as any private employer or I
of the two clubs, but a few days ago er against fellow-worker.
soil-conserving crops.
banker. Indeed, he is likely to be
.............
Mr. Wentworth said that farmers urgently presenting the claims of
"There are some moral laws writ' more tyrannical, because he speaks |
who turn in work sheets after the their respective candidates. The new ten in a great book," Mr. Hoover re
individual rates have been estab district governor (his term of office minded his fellow-countrymen In the government against which there
lished. may have to wait some time does not actually begin until after Cleveland a few days ago. “Over all is no appeal.
the (Providence convention) got a there is the gospel of brotherhood.
before they learn their rates.
No wonder, then, that Mt Roose
great hand, voiced his thanks and For the first time In the history of
velt and his associates sometimes
appreciation for the warm welcome America we have heard the gospel
forget that they are "servants in a
given to him as well as for the fine of class hatred preached from the
Ellen Lasher Fuller, charged with the November term of Knox County
great cause” and must “try in our
the attempted slaying of her hus-1 Superior Court in the sum of $3000.
spirit displayed by candidate Tirrell White House. That Is human poison
daily work to remember that the
band. Ernest C. Fuller, Crosby High It Is understood that ball was avalland the members of the Rockland for more deadly than fear." Satur
AT 2.00 P. M.
cause belongs not to us but to the
School principal, was this morning able but that she preferred to be
club at Rangeley. immediately fol day night we heard it preached with
people.” Stalin. Hitler and Mussolini,
committed to the State Hospital In taken to the State Hospital for oblowing his election, and pledged his
Increased vehemence from the birth who also rule in the name of the
Bangor, being conveyed thither by servation.
support to its candidate next year,
<0place of the American nation!
people, must occasionally suffer from Deputy Sheriff J. D Pease and Mrs.' Mrs. Fuller was represented yesterLion Tirrell likewise received a great
Mr. Roosevelt was, as usual, not similar misconceptions of their roles I
Belle Frost.
day by H. C. Buzzell of Belfast; the
ovation several times during the
explict as to how he proposes to over
As Mr. Hoover said at Cleveland.
Mrs. Fuller, who has remained at State's Interests being looked after by
meeting. when he was elected King
_ ,, _
__ _
Tt
L
i
ji
*i, throw these ogres, monsters, and ex “The social order does not rest upon
Knox Hospital since the shooting. County Attorney Jerome Burrows,
Lion, when he spoke regarding the
ploiters of women and children. In orderly economic freedom alone. It
under the close surveillance of a; At Knox Hospital Principal Fuller
convention and when he assumed his
deed one of his most definite state- rests even more on the ideals and
deputy sheriff, was arraigned before I shows continued gain. The wound
duties as presiding officer, near the
ments was: “In the place of the ! character of a oeople.” It is uuthtnk- Judge Dwinal yesterday forenoon! caused by the 32 calibre bullet passclose of the meeting.
palace of privileges we seek to build able that in November the majority charged with "assault with intent to ing directly through his body is healThere were various reports of the
a temple out of faith and hope and of Americans should vote to kill
i ing nicely, and when conditions are
Rangeley convention, following the
charity"! But in two sentences he, exchange—not during an emergency
She pleaded "not guilty.” Probable favorable the other bullet, embedded
requested report from Frank H.
for a moment, uncloaked his political but for all time—their political and cause was found, and was held for [ In the left arm, will be extracted.
Ingraham, all bringing out some of
philosophy. In one place he said: moral freedom for an economic order
the humorous features of the session
"Against economic tyranny such as which would not be free and which
and the contest, and emphasizing the
SAVE THIS LIST
MARSHALL FAMILY
this, the citizen could only appeal to would be regulated by “the organized
good feeling that prevailed as the
the organized power of government." power of government.”
session closed. Lion Tirrell and the
Our Los Angeles Friend, And You Will Not Have To
Rockland club having been especial
I expert to open my new store.
Ask When Fall Fairs Are
Mr. Hatton, Would Like
payable.
By
vote
of
the
club,
the
ly “put on the map." and received
BIG BOND ISSUE
9 Limerork Street, at 2 o'clock,
“
door
prize"
that
was
taken
to
much acclamation for the energetic
To Be Held
Some Information
Friday Afternoon. A cordial invi
campaign that had been waged and Rangeley. but overlooked, was pre Catholic Diocese Of Maine
Commencing Aug. 4, and not end
Los Angeles, June 25.
tation is extended to all friends
the fine sportsmanlike spirit mani sented to King Lion Tirrell.
Floats One Of $4,800,000
ing
until Dec. 11, there will be held
fested, though losing. As one expressed
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
and patrons to drop in for a visit.
THE SEVEN MASTS
To Finance Its Entire Debt
in
Maine
this year 38 fairs, the State
it, Frank Tirrell was the most
I would like to know the early his
popular man at the convention and
Agricultural Department announces.
The Roman Catholic Diocese of tory of the Marshall family. In the
Perhaps You Can Name Them.—Days
received especially fine tribute at the
Of especial interest to residents of
of the Week Is One Way
Maine
Wednesday issued $4,800,000 of bits of St. George history that I have
Maud Staples, Prop.
Saturday evening banquet.
Knox and neighboring counties are
first mortgage bonds to finance its gathered from time to time I find one
9 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND
The new secretary of the 41st Dis
Seafaring mer. of the Pacific Coast
these dates;
trict. Blake B. Annls, received a good
entire debt, it was announced by by the name of Samuel Marshall. 2d.
At Bangor, Aug. 24-29.
are in a contest to name the seven
hand in recognition of his election, as
John I. Donovan, manager of the It appeal's that he lived on Marshall's
At Damariscotta. Aug. 25-27.
masts
of
the
old
schroner
Thomas
did also the retiring King Lion of the
Springfield office of the Reconstruc Point and sold to the government the
At Waterville, Sept. 1-4.
W.
Lawson.
Rockland club. Alvra W. Gregory,
At South Windsor, Sept 5-7.
tion Finance Corporation. Donovan land where the Marshall Point light
who was presented with a pastAn eminent marine artist declares
At Bluehill, Sept. 7-9.
said
that
he
was
informed
that
the
Is
built.
This
deed
was
made
July
14,
master's pin by Lion Winslow, and they are fore main, mizzen, spank
The only exclusive Fireworks
At Lewiston, Sept. 7-12.
expressed his appreciation for the er, spare, and after: but an old sea Issue, maturing in 1956 and bearing 1831.
Store in Rockland, with the largest
At Monroe, Sept. 11-12.
and most complete line of Fire
loyal support that the club had given dog differs. He names the seven a 4% per cent coupon, has already
I also find that Gen. Knox's widow,
At Unity Sept. 15-16.
works in Eastern Maine.
to him during the past year, paying sticks as fore, main, mizzen. Jigger, been oversubscribed several times.
At Lincolnville enter. Sept. 25.
Lucy Knox, sold to Samuel Marshall
Following the bank holiday in
special tribute to the cooperation and driver,, spanker and pusher.
JAMES DONDIS
At Union, Sept. 29-Octi 1.
the land known as Marshall’s Point.
efforts of the "live wire” lion tamer,
Webster's unabridged says the 1933, nearly $700,000 of the notes of
Main SI, Opp. Rockland Hotel
At Topsham, Oct. 13-15.
Parker E. Worrey, who was also the fourth mast is the jigger, the filth the Maine diocese were in banks This deed was made in 1812, Oct. 15.
79*80
recipient of applause in appreciation the spanker and the sixth the driver which failed to reopen. Donovan
In the history oi Cushing when the on the subject or the late Frank B.
of the good work that he has done Almost every retired sailor named said. These notes passed to the RFC census for 1890 was taxen I find the Miller's articles about Cushing. There
for collateral on loans to the closed names of Samuel Marshall, Sr., as were two Marshall families In South
during the year. Lion tamer Worrey all masts except the seventh.
WE BUY
banks,
and In this way the RFC took well as the above mentioned Samuel St. George (formerly Cushing) at that
ted in singing an appropriate verse,
The crew of the Lawson grew tired
Dressed Hogs, Beef, Lamb and Veal.
a leading part in the refinancing of Marshall, Jr. Now what I would like time, but the one I am Interested in
following
the
respective
remarks
of
of
arguing
over
the
differences
in
the
We sugar cure and smoke your hams,
Lions Dyer, Tirrell and Gregory.
shoulders and baron.
masts and called them after the the diocese.
to know is where did they come from lived on Marshall's Point. The others
The bond Issue is to provide cash
Lions
Dow.
Elliot,
Gardner,
Greg

days of the week, Sunday, Monday,
and how long had they lived there. came from Machias and were not
C. H. RICE COMPANY
to pay in full notes given by the
One had five children; the other had related.
Tillson Avenue,
Rockland, Me. ory. Ingraham, Jackson. Newman, etc.
Maine diocese. Donovan estimates
71-82
Orbeton, Senter, Frank Winslow and
If anyone has any knowledge of
six, but I cannot find out who they
the diocese, will save nearly $50,000
Worrey were awarded attendance
them I would be very much interest
were or where they lived.
CAMDEN HILLS CAMP annually In Interest charges alone.
pins for perfect attendance during
Of the first generation we can sur ed in knowing their history.
The closed mortgage under which
WE BUY
the past year and the report of the
W. J. Hatton.
C. C. C. Boys To Have a Dia the bonds will be Issued has been mise that Samuel, Jr., was one, but
retiring treasurer, |“BertT (Gardner
who were the others? Of the second
mond Of Their Own “Be written for $5,000,000 to permit rea generation I can name three—John,
was made.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
sonable latitude for further expan
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
The new secretary, Lendon C.
Benjamin, and Andrew, but the other
fore the Snow Flies”
sion
of
church
property,
Donovan
JEWELER
It I had my life to live again I would
Jackson, Jr., was “on the Job” and
three I have no history of. Perhaps have
made a rule to read some poetry
S70 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
The latest issue of “The Sagamore" explained. The First National Bank Eaton’s History may give some light and
announced that dues were due and
listen to some music at least one*
of
Portland
has
been
designated
as
a
week.
The loss of these tastes ts a
is dedicated to Col. Frederick F.
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
Black, commanding officer of the trustee and the National Shawmut
A BIRTHDAY
First CCC District, whose duty calls Bank of Boston will be paying agent, You'll be delighted with
our Permanents. Five
My heart Is like a singing bird
SPEND THE FOURTH
him to a new field of endeavor. It Is he said.
Whose nest is in a watered shoot;
modern methods.
evident that the Colonel is very
. My heart is like an apple-tree
Only the best in
—AT—
Whose boughs are bent with thick
popular with the boys, and that his camp bv the ears. A great match workmanship,
set fruit;
seems to be pending between L. Foss materials
I My heart is like a rainbow shell
visits are going to be missed.
That
paddles in a halcyon sea;
Baseball appears to be one of the and Rancourt.
Perfect ! My heart is gladder than all these
\
Because
my love is come to me.
Ping-pong has taken a slump with
results
chief diversions with the Campers.
guaranteed. i Raise me a dais of silk and down;
the arrival of warm weather. I When
Before
the
snow
flies
it
is
expected
FULL COURSE SHORE DINNER, $1.25
Prices to suit
Hang it with valr and purple dyes;
that the camp's own ball field will was this warm weather spell, Mr.
everybody. 1 Carve it in doves and pomegranates.
And
peacocks with a hundred eyes;
Editor.
It
didn't
hit
Rockland
I.
be finished, and that “the local fire
CHICKEN AND STEAK DINNERS, $1.00
i Work it In gold and silver grapes.
Swimming at the lake was featured VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
men will play the first game on our
In leaves and silver fleurs-de-lys;
84 PARK ST.
TEL.J123-W Because the birthday of my life
SALMON AND OTHER SEA FOOD SPECIALS
by the appearancejef “Walrus” Kagracious diamond."
58tf 1 Is come, my love is come to me.
—
—ChrlsUna Rossetti
A checker tournament has the ton.

SENT TO STATE HOSPITAL

monopolistic,»»» »'Mrs. Ernest C. Fuller Will Be Under Observation
There—Husband Improving

WILL OPEN FRIDAY

Crockett’s Baby Shop

FIREWORKS!

OLD GOLD

CRESCENT BEACH INN

&
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Follow peace with all men, and
holiness, without which no man
shall see the Lord. —Heb 12: 14.

Special

Camden Starts Off In High, Busting the Ball All
Over the Lot

Offer

For President

ALF M. LANDON
of Kansas
For Vice President

FRANK KNOX
of Illinois

You’ve always had 3
reasons for coining to
Gregory’s. Now you
have the 4th.

Coming Games
Tonight—Camden at St. George.
Friday—No game.
Saturday (July Fourth)—at 10 a.m.
' Ciimden at Thomaston and Rockland
at St. George; at 3 p. m.. Thomaston
at Rockland and St. George at Cam
den.
• • • •
Camden 12, Thomaston 4
The Camden Shells, playing in
their own back yard, served notice
last night that they are going out
i after another championship pennant,
and incidentally, the long end of the
1 Curtis Bok prize. In a terrific bat1 ting attack which netted them 24
bases they drove young Woodcock,
the High School boy off the mound
and then proceeded to handle the
seasoned Condon in a like manner.
For only two innings, however, as

catch by Moody spoiled a nice hit
for Weed.
Manager Maurice Sawyer declared
grimly that Thomaston needed a
"clean-up.” and would have it.
The score:
Camden
ab r bh tb po a e
6 3 4 5 3 3 0
Plaisted, 2b .
Wadsworth. 3b
6 1 1
Lord, ss .......... . 6 2 1
Thomas, cf .... . 5 2 3
Greenlaw, lb . 5 0 1
Weed, c .......... 3 1 1
5 1 2
Leonard. If ....
Bennettt. rf .... . 3 1 2
Brown, rf ...... . 1 0 1
Stahl p .......... 4 0 0
—
44 12 16
Thomaston
ab r bh
Pelt, ss .......... . 4 0 2
4 0 0
Grafton. 2b ....
5 0 1
Condon, If, p
L. Sawyer, lb .. 5 0 1
Woodard. 3b .... 4 1 2
2 1 0
Bohndell. rf ...
4 1 1
Bucklin, c ......
Jealous, cf
.. 4 0 1
Woodcock, p .... . 2 0 0
Moody, If ...... . 2 1 1

President Roosevelt’s speech of j
acceptance is a matter of history but
because it forecasts the type of an
administration which might be ex
pected in the unfortunate event of
his re-election, it is still a matter Style, value and wide assortments.
of editorial comment throughout | These are the things that bring
the country—sometimes eliciting people to Gregory's every day In
praise, sometimes conservative criti
the year and these are the fea
cism, and sometimes scathing de
nunciation. There is no mistaking tures that should make you a cus
the appeal which it makes in some tomer of ours tomorrow*.
directions, an appeal admittedly for
If you are planning on an elabo
votes; and there is no mistaking the
rate
new outfit or the stylish items
attack which he makes upon certain
to spruce up an old one . . . just t Stahl the Camden pitcher was
corporations and interests which
have figured so prominently in the remember that we can get you I touched up for half as many bases
and fanned only one man. but he
country’s industrial affairs. That
ready for the 4th in a hurry with
kept the hits well scattered except in
is always the popular refuge of the
out giving you a hurried look or a
the fourth inning when Felt's triple,
grandstand political orator—to hit
hurried feeling.
singles by Woodard and Bucklin and
some target that the unthinking
a "patching" gave Thomaston three
may applaud. If indications mean
Gregory Tropical Worsted ' runs.
34 4 9 12 24 103
anything they mean that there is to
Lots of unusual things happened Camden
. 2 4 1 1 4
be a sharp reaction at the polls, not
Suita
in the game but it would take a book Thomaston
0 0 0 3 0
only bv “big business,” but by the
$16.50
I to describe them.
Two-base hits, Plaisted. Lord,
hampered and haunted proprietors
Archie Plaisted appeared in the Greenlaw, Bennett. Felt. Three-base
of industries which employ a few
Sport Coats
j hero's role making a double and hits, Thomas. Base on balls, off
score of men. Intolerance of the
three singles in succession and cov- Stahl 2. off Woodcock 2, off Condon 1
sort that this country never has
$8.50 to $12.50
| ering second bag in mid-season Struck out by Stahl 1, by Woodcock
previously known. Quoting from
I form. And the spectators likewise 3, by Condon 3. Sacrifice hit, 8tahl
the leading editorial in the New
Slacks,
$1.50 to $7.50
! doffed their hats to “Til" Thomas, Hit by pitcher, Bohndell. Double
York Herald Tribune:
Briefly it is that the "polit.cal
| the bridegroom, who made two plays, Wadsworth. Plaisted and
Sport
Shirts,
$1
to
$1.50
equality we once had won." as the
singles and a triple and made two Greenlaw; Plaisted and Greenlaw.
President puts it, “is meaningless in
nice fly catches. A long running Umpires. Fowler and Thomas.
the face of economic inequality'
White Shoes
The age of machinery, of rapid com
munications. of mass production, has
$5.00 to $7.50
Hazel M. Lawrence of Portland and
CAMDEN
brought forward a definitely "new
Ethel C. MacDougall of Berlin, N.
civilization" in which the established
Jantzen Swim Suits
Clinton 6. Berrie. a graduate of H.. were bridesmaids. The flower
duty of the government to maintain
merely “political freedom" is no
the Philadelphia College of Horology, girl was Miss Betty Chick of Bos
NOTICE!
longer enough. The "right to vote.”
i is employed in the watch and clock ton and Swampscott.
Open
Friday
Evening
until
10
and by inference the whole political
department at F. E. Morrow's jewelCarroll E. Pooler of New Orleans.
system through which up to now this i o'clock. Closed Saturday the 4th.
I ry store.
La . was best man. and the ushers
country has met both its economic
and political problems, is no longer
Parker Morse Hooper, a member of were William A. Leighton, Jr.,
adequate “to protect the citizen in I
the summer colony, has returned brother of the bride, and Duncan C.
his right to work and live.” In order
' from a short trip to Philadelphia.
McLean of Berlin. N. H.
to provide “liberty,” government
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Members of the Townsend Club
Mrs. Thomas was graduated in
must now also provide “a living
which gives a man something to live
will spend the Fourth at Wir.necook 1933 from Colby College and Is a
for.” “Equal opportunity in the poll
Lake. A bus leaves the K. P. hall be member of Alpha Delta Phi sorority.
ing place" must now be implemented AN ACROSONIC PIANO
tween 8 and 9 o'clock. The public Mr. Thomas prepared at Higgins
by “equal opportunity in the market ;
is invited.
Classical Institute, Charleston, and
place" assured by government—itself, I
presumably, tyrannically, unhamp Maine Music Co. Has How
F. E. Morrow has fully recovered was also graduated in 1933 from
ered bv the “robes of legal sanction " J
ard’s Startling New Instru from his recent illness and is now in Cclby College where he became a
What this implies is not simply an
his office greeting friends.
member of Delta Upsilon fraternity.
ment On Display
enormous extension of governmental
Joel Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies of
intervention. It is more than that.
The young couple will make their
It is the theorists' concept of an
The most amazing development in the GAR. meets Friday night.
home here.
“economic democracy" which must be recent years in the field of Instru
Mrs Albert Chatfield and family
set up alongside of and in contrast
WITH THE BOXERS
to the political system under which mentation is the new Baldwin-built of Cincinnati, are spending a few
weeks in town.
we have lived. What an attempt to ] Howard Acrosonic piano.
establish such a regime must mean in j It was inevitable that this great
The annual membership campaign
terms of constitutional upheaval and new piano development should come for the benefit of the Community Billy Bernard. Lightweight Cham- [
pion. Faces Young Jack Friday ;
economic transformation may be j
read in the many works which have from Baldwin . . . this lovely new , Hospital begins Monday.
Night
seriously discussed the idea. The Howard Acrosonic Piano with its j The Dean Osbornes have arrived
President, however casts all such exclusive Acrosonic Scale that g es ' from Brooklyn. N. Y. and opened
Billy Bernard, who claims the
practical considerations aside to dra
matize his vision in the reckless an unbelievable evenness of tone "Seabrook." on the Belfast road for lightweight championship of the
terms of class warfare.
_ | from the lowest note to the highest. \ the summer
State, and who has been making a
He conjures up “privileged princes." Here is color, responsiveness, touch,
Dr. C. H. Becker and family of
"economic royalists" carving “new and feel that makes the hew New York city are occupying a rent fine showing in Portland and Bidde
dynasties,” an “enemy within our Acrosonic Plano seem a living instru
ford arenas, comes here Friday night
on Marine avemle for the summer.
gates." an economic "despotism" and
U. D. Chandler is assisting Miss to see if Young Jack is anywhere
“Dalaces of privilege." Who and ment.
what actually are these dark powers
It is a new kind of Piano . . . new Maude M Thorndike in the Weston near as tough as he claims to be.
and dominations? He omits to say; in design . . . new in the sensational Union office during the summer.
1 Maybe the answer will be furnished
he makes no elfort to name or
Orman Goodwin and family have
specify, but, announcing that the Acrosonic Scale . . . new in the mar
1 inside of the six rounds.
election of four years ago was "the velous facilities of its action. Truly moved from the Aran rent on Sea
Popeye Manta, who seems to be a
people's mandate to end" these phan and worthily a product of Baldwin street to 11 Jacobs avenue.
' very handy man around the house.
toms. he charges forward toward a tradition, inventiveness, and experi
drastically enlarged vision of ihe
role of government in our affairs! ence.
Thomas-Leighton
Wherever shown, the new Howard
under a banner of class hatred.
Tillson
Davis
Thomas, son of Mr.
The President is wrong. There was I Acrosonic Piano has been the center
no such mandate in 1932. In his own . of attraction. People with an eye and Mrs. Alexander E. Thomas of
acceptance speech four years age he
this town, and Miss Ruth Annabelle
detected nothing of the sort; his for beauty exclaim with delight when
campaign then was one for "recon they see it. Everyone including . Leighton, daughter of Mr and Mrs.
struction." for restoring “old stan musicians and teachers revel in its William Ames Leighton of Auburndards of living and thought,” for a tone and touch, proclaiming it the ' hale. Mass., were married Saturday
return to old conditions, not an evo
at the home of the bride's parents.
cation of wholly new ones. He was most important piano development
The ceremony was preformed by
elected; he set out to "reconstruct" within many years.
and it has brought him to his present, The Howard Piano, growing in Rev. Dwight J. Bradley. The bride
pass. He cannot now go back; there popularity by leaps and bounds, is was given in marriage by her father.
is nothing for it save to advance. I
1935 Chevrolet Coach
Miss Jane Leighton of Auburndale
Where to? He does not really know; ] built under the direction of the
1935 Ford Coach
he certainly could not or would not same master craftsmen and skilled was the maid-of-honor. and Misses
say in this address, but the word is artisans who supervise the building
1935 Plymouth Sedan
“forward"—to practically anywhere. of the famous Baldwin.
One may admire the adroit boldness
1935 Chevrolet Coupe
The result is an inst 'iment of
of it. without wishing to follow after
superlative
merit
—
responsive,
clear

1935 Dodge Sedan
such a leadership.
voiced—a modern creation, in keep
1934 Studebaker Sedan
Lesley M. Morton, 11 3imonton ing with modern requirements. Truly,
1934 Plymouth Sedan
d, Camden, was made happy to- a beautiful piano—strong, enduring,
r when Parker E. Worrey, manager with a vibrant, singing tone, mellow
1934 Ford Coach
ihe General Ice Cream Corp., pre- In the bass, brilliant in tne treble—
1934 Dodge Sedan
ited him with a $5 check as one of and at a price that is almost un> winners in the nation-wide Seal- believable. Whether a musician,
1934 Plymouth Coupe
L limerick contest for the month student or just a lover of good music ,
1933 Ford Sedan
May. Mr. Morton was one of 369 you will be thrilled with the owner- (
1933 Chevrolet Coach
>ple in all parts of the country to ship of a new Howard. What hours j
om prizes totalling $6000 in value of pleasure and inspiration ahead! ,
1932 Plymouth Sedan
re awarded. There will be monthly What pride It will inspire in your
1932 Chevrolet Sedan
altest ice cream limerick contests home and furnishings! What excla- |
June, July and August when mations of admiration it will evoke
1931 Ford Coupe
zes of like value will be awarded from your guests! And the first trill
1930 Pontiac Coupe
;h month.
will ripen into affection that will1
1929 Nash Sedan
never die. The professional musician
TO USE GOOD PAINT
A reception was held in Augusta and the amateur, the advanced stu
1929 De Soto Sedan
lesday night to honor the new de- dent and the beginner share alike in
1928 Dodge Panel
rtment commander of the Grand their preference for the Howard.
my, Charles F. Tibbetts, who was
The Howard Acrosonic piano may
Time Tested by Millions of
Kited at the encampment recently be seen at the store of the Maine
Prices Right!
Id in this city. Among those pres- Music Co., local distributors. — adv.
Satisfied Users
Cash
Terms
Trade
t from Rockland were Capt. H. R.
WE BUY USED CARS
jntley. Allen Kelley, Col. I. Leslie
Bobby (short of money)—Say, dad.
oss. Mrs. Cross, Harold Thomas, have you any work you'd like me to
PAINT HEADQUARTERS
:nneth Moran, Oliver R. Hamlin, do?
bert Thomas. John Achorn. Mrs.
Father (taken by surprise)—Whyiza Plummer. Mrs. Gladys Thomas No—but—er—
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
ROCKLAND,
ME.
JK1
d Miss Ruth Thomas. Mrs. Cross
Bobby—Then how about putting me TEL. 14,
is in the receiving line.
on relief?

$7.95

Sunbeam Automatic Iron

$0.50 Sunbeam Clothes Sprayer
(Newest thing outl)

$11.45 Value

$
Allowance for OLD Iron

1.00

You Pay Only

$7.95

For a limited time only this $7.95 Sunbeam IRONMASTER with
automatic thumb-tip heat regulator and this new $3.50 Sunbeam
automatic Clothes Sprinkler, a regular $ 11.45 value tor only
$7.95 WHEN YOU TRADE IN YOUR OLD IRON.

CENTI
P0WU

GREGORY’S

is going to realize his ambition by
meeting George Sawyer of Portland
in the semi-final. And Georgie is
really coming this time.
For preliminaries there will be

INE

IMPART

Georgie Minor of Gardiner vs. Fred
Does your
"Do you think you can xxke a good
Burke of Portland, and Cracker Fa- portrait of my wife?”
-“J neckties?”
vreau of Rockland vs. Baby Face
“My friend. I can maF it so life
“No. I cured
Bellevance of Augusta.
like that you'll jump eve”?' time you | “How in the
“No fight, no pay" is still the motto.1 see it.”
f 'Bought her a

f

idadc

W. H. GLOVER CO.

SAVE

• Refrigeration luxury you’ve always wanted ■ •
to great
that you can't afford to be without... that ’ the thrilling /act
of these big new fVcstin-house Economy mde,«- They save in
every way, by reducing f.jod bills, since with tb™ you can buy in
quantity, take advantage of bargain-day specials • • by saving food,
because spoilage is ended and you can use. everj leftover in dainty
eppetix.ng dishes ... plus the economies of lov.cost. trouble-free
operation which mean nigllgible upkeep expense.
ONLY
And these big Economy models are real
Westinghouse quality. See them today. See how
. completely they mair.t? i Westinghouse standards
>43* :n quality construction, in foodkeeping conven-

.40

,

ienccs, in dollar for-doVar value Inside and outside.

5 YEARS’

5.2 cu. ft. size 9149.50;

6 cu. ft., $109.50

CENTRi
POWE

protection against service ex
pense, at a cost of only $5, a
dollar a year, included in the
purchase price.

i

i

AINE
feMPANY

MONTHLY
pvs for one

PROTEC .ION

• Every Westinghouse Econ
omy Refrigerator has the famous
Time - Tested Westinghouse
mechanism, hermetically sealed
against dust and moisture, per
manently oiled, and with 5years'

IT’S A PLEASURE

Sherwin-Williams

her of that."
world did you do |
hat.”—Montreal

2

GOOD

SWP House Paint

wife still buy

Every-Other-Day
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The National Union for Social Jus
tice meet tonight at 7.30 in K. of C.
hall.

J

DR. ALLEN M. SMALL

GET TO KNOW
“THE VALUE STORE’’
HERE’S THE LATEST NEWS ON VALUES

The E'AP. broadcast Wednesday at |
1.45 p. m. from WIjBZ will have as
guest speaker Eleanor Dutton Martin, j
whose subject will be “Silver Song"—
story and poem.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 8—Annual fair of Littlefield
Memorial Church.
July 15—Rockport—Methodist Church ‘
Pair, at Town hall.
July 28—Camden—Garden Club Flower j
Show at Opera House.
July 29—Rockport—Baptist
Ladles ,
Circle midsummer fair.
i
July 30-31 — Warren's bl-centennlal
celebration.
Aug 3—Order of Eastern Star Field I
Day at Olen Cove Grange hall
Aug 4—Reunion Class 1911. R H. S.
at Crescent Beach.
Aug. 5—Camden—Annual bazaar of St.
Thomas parish.
Aug. 0-3—Rockport—Carnival-Regatta.
Aug 12—Owls Head—Church fair.
Aug. 12-13 — Thomaston — American I
Legion fair
Aug. 20—Warren—State field meeting
of the Knox Academy of Arts and
Sciences*
Aug 21--Warren—Dedication of the
Knox (State) Museum.
Aug 24-29—Bangor Fair.
Aug 25-27—Lincoln County Fair at
DamarlKotta.
Sept. 1-4—Central Maine Fair at
Waterville.
Sept. 7-9—Bluehill Fair.
Sept. 7-12—State Fair at Lewiston.
Sept. 11-12—Monroe Fair.
Sept. 15-1#—Unity Fair.
Sept 29-Oct. 1—North Knox Fair at
Union
Oct 13-15—Topsham Fair.

The Marine Editor receives word
from “Capt. Isaac" that no intelli
gence is to be gained at the Marine
Museum in- Boston concerning the
fate of the ship Jennie Beals.

FOURTH OF JULY ISSUE
Because this National anni
versary falls on Saturday, and
will be observed that dav, The
Courier-Gazette will be published
Friday afternoon. Advertisers,
correspondents and all other contributors are asked to kindly
bear this in mind.

—

!
| 1

f
jI

Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., has
received an invitation to attend the
reception in henor of district deputy
Grand Matron Leah Davis, to be
held Mondav, July 6. at Watts hall
in Thomaston, at 8 o'clock.

I
1
'
j

In the recent city ballot inspection;
Herbert W. Keep, candidate for the
County Commissioner nomination
gained 108 votes, and hts successful;
The mowing machine will now opponent. Adin L. Hopkins of Cam
den gained 52 votes. This made the
have its inning.
•
contest much snugger than appeared
on the face of the returns.
Crockett's Baby Shop will open at
2 o’clock tomorrow afternoon at its
This is a gentle reminder to all
pleasant new home, 9 Limerock
I
assisting
in any way with the clean- J
street, opposite Legion hall.
i Ing of the First Baptist Church. :
i Work begins Monday morning and is
The annual meeting of Rockland
Chapter. American Red Cross, will be to continue through the week. The
held Monday night at 7.30 in the hours will be from 8 to 12, and 1 to 1
5, each week day. Those unsolicited
Central Maine rooms, Main street.
for time or funds will take notice.

CARTER'S DUNGAREES 51.20
MEN'S DUNGAREES .............85
BOYS' DUNGAREES .............75
CARTER’S OVERALLS ..... 1.50
Blue Denim
GRANITE OVERALLS ........... 95
Full Line of
WORK CLOTHES
At Very Low Prices
Don't Forget To Get Your
STRAW HAT
For the Fourth!
At Reduced Prices
Regular 1.25 .............................. 99
Regular 2.00
1.65
Regular 2.50 .......................... 1.99
Regular 2.95 .......................... 2.29
SPUN TIES
Double Lined for Double Wear
Regular 1.C0 Value ....................79
GET YOUR SUMMER SUIT
NOW!
SMITHSON PALM BEACH
WHITE SUITS
$15.75
TROPICAL WORSTED
SUITS in blue, grays and
browns ............................. 17.50
By Request We Are Repeating
LADIES' AND MEN'S
THE DUKE OF KENT SHIRTS
BATHING SUITS
In Navy Blue, Maroon and Brown MEN’S TRUNKS ..... 1.75 to 3.50
LADIES’ SUITS ...... 2.50 to 7.50
FOR S1.00
STORE OPEN UNTIL 8.30 EVENINGS
PHONE AND MAIL ORDERS FILLED AT NO EXTRA COST
TELEPHONE 916

RUBENSTEIN’S
421 MAIN STREET,

STOKE CLOSED SATURDAY—OPEN FRIDAY EVENING

Death Of Executive Coun- SL*
cilor From This District—
A Deer Isle Man

RUBENSTEIN’S

Matinicus was circus-minded Tues
day. Twenty-two came from the dis
tant island to see the Downie Bros.’
show.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Page Three

Dr. Allen M. Small. 63. of Freedom. J
member of the Governor's Council
from this district, and for many
years prominent in public life in
Waldo County, died Wednesday in
the Bradbury Memorial Hospital.
Dr. Small was born at Deer Isle
and graduated from the Maine Medi
cal School in 1899 He previously
had taught school at Deer Isle and
had been located at Freedom more |
than 40 years. He had served as
town treasurer of Freedom and as i
superintendent of schools and had
been treasurer of the Republican
town committee many years. He had
also served 12 years as a county com
missioner and two terms in the State
Legislature.
He had been a member of the
i Board of Trustees of Freedom Acad
emy 30 years and was a 32d degree
I Mason, a member of Anah Temple,
Mystic Shrine, and of Palestine Comniandery, Knights Templar; the
Grange and Farm Bureau and was a
director of the First National Bank
at Belfast.
He is survived by his widow, the
former Edith Williams of Searsport;
. two daughters. Mrs. Marian Coggins
of New Britain. Conn., and Mrs
Vivian S. Sullivan of Freedom.

July Promotion Sale
Ends Friday

Night

f
/

/

ft

EVENING DRESSES

Lt

MARKED DOWN
l o keep the stock moving . . . many of these

are only a month old

GROUP 1
Regular $7.95

$5.00

GROUP 2

GROUP 3

Regular $1095

Regular $12.50

$10.00

$7.50
FINAL CLEARANCE ON

ROCKLAND, ME.

SUITS AND COATS
many at one-half price and less

ROCKPORT

The local Farm Bureau will meet
Tuesday with Mrs. Lizzie Smith.
Grace street, Rockland, for an allday session. Subject for discussion
will be "Salad for all Seasons." Mrs.
Inez Packard and Mrs. Alice Gregory
To Those Who Appreciate Fine Foods!
will have charge of the dinner.
BEGINNING FRIDAY, JULY 3
Mr. and Mrs, William Ingraham
motored to Boston Saturday and on
returning Sunday were accompanied
For the Fourth have plenty of
, by Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraham, son :
WIU Serve
KEMP S NUTS AND CHOCOLATES
Maynard and daughter Nancy, who
have been visiting relatives in Wal-1
Fresh Stock Twice a Week
tham, Mass, for two wee/s.
AND PREPARE CHOICE FOODS TO TAKE OUT
Jumbo Salted Peanuts,
J
The Nitsumsosum Club and hus- \
bands met Monday night for bridge 1
311 MAIN STREET—The Former Trainer’s Lunch
Spanish Salted Peanuts,
with Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Munsey
Restaurant Is Now Being Remodelled and Renovated
Special Cashew Mixed,
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT
(
It didn't seem like circus day in
78-79
in Rockland. High honors were won
Kemp's Signature Chocolates,
Rockland Tuesday because there were [
; by Mrs. Walter Carroll and Frederick
The stores of this city will re- j
no throngs on the street watching for
Regular Saturday Special,
Richards with Mrs. Clyde Spear and
main open Friday night, July 3, | the parade. And the reason for that,
Judge and Mrs. E. C. Payson left
Sunshine Society will have a picnic
A. V. McIntyre receiving low score.
and close all day Saturday, the ! i of course, was because there was no July 13. place to be announced later. this morning for a visit in Boston.
Headquarters for the Carnival-Re
Fourth of July, according to'a I parade. Downie Bros, gave their cus
gatta opened Tuesday at the Ballard
vote of the Merchants' Commit- I tomary fine performance, and no- ' Eugene A. Ryan has resigned from
The picnic planned for tomorrow Eusiness School with General Chair
tee of the Chamber of Com- j body seemed dissatisfied. Which is | Sailors’ Snug Harbor, and has re
night by the Christian Endeavor So man Lloyd Rhodes in charge, assisted
merer. Storrs not belonging to j saying sumpin'.
turned to Rockland.
ciety of the First Baptist Church, has by Miss Lillie Hill as stenographer.
the organization have indicated i
been indefinitely postponed.
TO SUIT DIFFERENT WOMEN—AND FOR DIFFERENT DAYS
Mr< Edgar P. Shibles has returned
George Davis of Thomaston paid a
their intention of doing the same !
At the 79th commencement exer
to
her
home
<>n
Beech
street
after
as the majority.
78-79 |
fine of $100 and costs in Municipal
cises held by the Punchard School in
James J. Monahan leaves tonight spending the winter with her daughREGULAR —for ordinary needs of most women.
Court yesterday after pleading guilty
Andover, Mass., June 18, the valedic
for
New Haven, where he will spend . ter. Mrs. Marietta Stiles in Mt. Verto a drunken driving charge.
ll N I fl R~narrower... for days when
torian was Joan Winslow Moody,
Boy Scout Tmop 2 will have an
U 11 I U It icss protection is needed.
a fortnight's vacation at his old j non, N Y.
daughter
of
Percy
Moody,
a
native
of
The annual picnic of Harbor Light
The Oakland Park baseball park home.
overnight h'Jte to Oakland Park
C
|l D C D— has greater absorbency . .. for days
] Thomaston, and granddaughter of has been put in first class order and
Chapter O.ES. was held Tuesday
O U I L II whcn extra protection is needed.
Thursday night. Each scout shruld
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Moody of that any team wishing to use it needs
take own food and equipment. "
The Rockland and Thomaston bat afternoon and evening at the MacALL FOR THE
Package
town. Miss Moody was one of 25 merely to telephone Manager Whalen
teries of Coast Artillery go Saturday ' Gregor cottage, Megunticook Lake,
New England students to win a
SAME
PRICE...
of
12 for
|
with
Mrs.
Edna
Robbins
entertain

at the park.
The Eastern Star School of In
morning to Fort Williams for their
scholarship at Boston University.
ing.
A
most
enjoyable
time
was
re

struction will be held July 8, in
annual tour of duty, and will be con
Twenty-seven years ago this morn
Masonic hall Thomaston. Members
veyed. to camp by the trucks of thf ported.
Miss Joan Johnson returned to
The Old Bristol Garden Club of ing Daniel Munro opened his restau 152d Field Artillery. Doings at tl*e.
of Golden Rod Chapter are urge! to
Damariscotta will holjl its seventh rant on Park street. "Still going encampment, having a local bearing Vinalhaven Wednesday, having been
attend.
annual Flower Show July 9-10, and strong," said Dan this morning, as old will be faithfully reported by this pa guest of her aunt. Mrs. William E.
customers continued to drop in.
per's very good friend, Charles M. j Whitney for two weeks.
Ray A Green has been confined to in a new setting this year. The show
Mrs. Olive Whittier was hostess
La wry.
his home in Warren the past five is to be at “Lakehurst," a charming
I Monday night to Johnson Society. members are urged to be present and
The new destroyer Mahan is due
Rico the past 38 years, was recent
spot
by
the
water,
where
there
is
an
weeks as the result of being kicked
GLENMERE
here Monday from New York and will
Next week's meeting will be at the new members are desired.
guest
of relatives and called on many
attractive
hall
with
adequate
room
by a horse. His Rockland friends will
Juvenile stage stars in the making
begin her standardization runs on
home of Mrs. Ernest Wentworth.
old-time friends.
Miss Lula Payson of Waltham.
Mrs.
Wesley
Wincapaw
has
em

be interested to know that he is again for showing, about a minute drive
presented a tip-top performanca
Patrons of the Public Library Mass., and Donald Shannon of Wash
from the village. The route will be the Rockland course Tuesday after
Mrs. Walter Barter visited friends
ployment at the home of Mrs. Elsie
able to be out and around.
Monday afternoon at tne Wotton should note that the library will be ington. D. C.. have arrived to spend
well posted, and it is planned to have the arrival of the Trial Board.
in Portland a few days recently.
Giles.
transportation from the Baptist
bam on Summer street, with a flat open next week on Tuesday afternoon the summer at the Payson home on
Frank Wiley has employment on a
George Bond, formerly of this
William Cross is employed during
Associate
Justice
George
H.
Church where the show has formerly
tering number of neighbors patron instead of Wednesday. This change Main street.
place but who has been in govern bungalow at Martinsville for Profes
the summer season at Moor's drug
Worster of Bangor was in the city izing the "box office." A variety of applies to next week only.
• • • •
been held.
ment employ in San Juan. Puerto sor Huse of Belmont. Mass.
store, where his brother. Cliff, is ex
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Rhodes,
yesterday returning home after pre vaudeville acts and a two-act play
Mrs.
Josephine
Bohndell
ecutive officer. Two crosses would
At a special meeting of Ruth May siding over a Superior Court hearing entitled "Fate Sails the Seas" credit Jr. are at their camp at Megunticook
Josephine (Shibles) Bohndell, 85
seem to be almost too much to bear,
ed Miss Dorothy Brewer as being a Lake for the season.
hew Tent, D.U.V. held Monday night in Bath.
but not so with this pair of fine
widow
of Henry Bohndell. died early
Miss Gertrude Ebbeson who has
director of first class rank. Her cast,
Mrs. Ada Payson and Mrs. Maude
young men.
The Cummings Motor Co. of Bath
Tuesday
morning at her nome on
been
guest
of
Miss
Solveig
Heistad
whose appearance met with hearty
Tibbetts were admitted to member
has taken the Ford franchise for
applause, consisted of: Louise Veazie, for a week returned to Bangor Sat Beech street, following a week's ill
ship. A pleasing program under the
Miss Anne Fountain and Miss Elise
Rockland and located in the large
Dorothy Peterson, Mary Wotton. urday, motoring back with her ness from bronchial pneumonia. I
direction of patriotic instructor Mrs.
Bills, who have been in charge of the
structure at 579-585 Main street, for
Ruth Wotton. Donald Fogg, Walter mother. Mrs. Arvld Ebbeson, and Funeral services will be held Friday
Eliza Plummer included musical
Baptist Vacation Bible School in this
merly home of the Knox County Mo
at 2 o'clock from the home. Rev. G.
Butler, Jack Smith and Arthur brother Eric.
readings by Mrs. Tibbetts accom
city, left yesterday for New Jersey
tor Sales Co. The plant will operate
F
Currier, officiating.
Miss
Mildred
Kibble
of
Quincy,
Brewer. Program numbers were:
panied by Mrs. Alta Dimick and
where they will do similar work. They
Mrs. Bohndell was born in this |
Ford Sales and Service and a general
Tap dance. Dorothy Peterson; adagio Mass., and Miss Gladys Brassier of
readings by Mrs. Plummer, Mrs.
are from the Eastern Baptist Theo
garage business.
dance, Gloria Johnson-. Jack Smith Denver, Colo., and Boston were town, ’daughter of Joseph and Har
Priscilla Smith, Mrs. Doris Ames and
logical Seminary in Philadelphia, and
and Walter Butler; tap dance, Louise weekend guests of Mrs. Delora Mor riet (Paul) Shibles, and was the last
Mrs. Stella McRae. There were tehave met with marked success at this
Rent a Maytag Washer for $1 per Veazie; fashion show, Ruth and rill. They were returning home after of a family of 10 children. She had
marks by Comrade Huntley, and
vocation.
week. McLoon Sales & Service, Tel.
Mary Wotton. Louise Veazie. Gloria a two weeks' vacation spent at always resided in the town of her
Mrs. Decrow. Mrs. Muggett, Mrs.
730, Rockland
78-79
Johnson and Dorothy Peterson; syn Caribou, where Miss Brassier for birth and for the past 62 years she
At Crie's Gift Shop a substantial Pettee and Mrs. Curtis all guests
copated tap dance. Mary Wotton and merly taught elocution. Other re 1 had lived in her present home.
frame is being provided for an oil from the Belfast Tent DU.V. A
BORN
She is survived by two daughters
Dorothy Peterson; recitation, Doro cent guests of Mrs. Morrill were Mrs.
painting 48x84 inches which will beano party preceded the meeting JOYCE—At Ellsworth. June 24. to Mr
and two sons, Mrs. Abbie M. Sylves
Julia
Post
of
Rockland
and
Mrs.
thy
Peterson.
sod Mrs. Charles Joyce, a son. Stephen
. . . from West of Zanzibar and South of Singapore; from
eventually be hung over the mantel and refreshments were served. There Charles.
Callie Morrill of Spruce Head and ter of Wollaston, Mass., Miss A HorNorth of Labrador and from almost every atate of our own
of the new museum building at Knox was a large attendance.
tense Bohndell, Edgar S. Bohndell
Rockland.
Burdell's
Dress
Shop
July
Clear

Nation comes the drugs used in our Prescription Laboratory.
MARRIED
Arboretum. The painting represents
Townsend Club will meet Monday and John H. Bohndell, all of Rock
Buying drugs is a difficult Job, but we simplify It by insist
One year’s supply of Rinso abso THOMAS-LEIGHTON — At Auburndale. ance sale—Cotton and Linen dresses,
a surf scene at Crlehaven, and—per
Mass.. June 27. by Rev Dwight J Misses sizes. Prices $1.95 to $4 95. at 7.45 at the Town hall for the elec port. and by one grandson, Henry
ing upon quality rather than price. AI1 drugs used in our
haps you have already guessed it, is lutely free of any obligations. Call Bradlev. Tillson D Thomas of Camden
tion of officers and committees. All Bohndell, also of this community.
79-lt
and Miss Ruth Leighton of Auburn Burdell's Dress Shop.—adv.
prescription work have passed our rigid tests for quality.
from the brush of that talented McLoon Sales <fe Service. Tel. 730 for dale.
details.
78-79
Rockland artist, E. L. Brown.
EATON-DENTON—At New Rochelle. N.
: : ONE WEEK ONLY : :

AN ANNOUNCEMENT

Kemp’s

Mrs. Myra Watts and Mrs. Hazel Fissette

HOME COOKED FOODS

3 TYPES of KOTEX

J

in
I

CRANE COMPANY

From
Somewhere
EAST
of SUEZ

Preliminary steps toward the pub
lication of the Rockland City Direc
tory of 1936 were taken this week
with the arrival of two advertising
solicitors, O. W. Gow and E. L. Gallow. Mr. Gow's several previous
visits, and the fact that he is a dyedin-the-wool baseball fan. besides be
ing somewhat of a connoisseur on de
lectable foodstuffs, have given the
genial canvasser a wide acquaintance
here.

If you are looking for gifts that
are a “little different" try the
“What-Not Shop," opposite the
Baptist Church, Main St. —adv

The French Robbln at South Hope
serves sandwiches.
Specialty of
lobster and chicken.—adv.
It
Enroll now for summer instruction
in all types of dancing. Elise Allen
Corner School of the Dance, Rock
land, Maine. Tel. 670.
76-tf

Y June 23, Elwood N Eaton of Deer
Isle and Miss Margaret E Denton of
Caribou
GREGOIRE-JEWETT — At Head Tide.
June 18. by Rev. George B Davis.
Victor Gregoire and Mias Alice Brad
ford Jewett.

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

DIED

Necessary To Service
Dignified at all times and with
no variation in the quality of our
professional duties, it is not sur
prising that services of the Russell
Funeral Home have become stand
ard. Incidental expenditures may
vary the choice of the wish of.the
family, but the fundamentals of
our funeral direction are the same
for all. The discharge of our pro
fessional duty is a constant source
of pride to all connected with our
organization.

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND

SULLIVAN—At Bangor June 30. Edwin
P. Sullivan, formerly of Rockland,
aged 72 years
GORWAIZ—At Thomaston. June 30.
Arollne C.. widow of John Gorwalz.
aged 92 years. Funeral Friday at 2
o'clock from residence.
WASHBURN — At Thomaston, June 1.
Cassandra A., widow of Charles H
Washburn, aged 75 years. Funeral
Sunday at 2 o'clock from the residence.
SMALL—At Belfast. July 1. Dr. Allen
M. Small, formerly of iDeer Isle, aged
63 years.
BOHNDELL—At Rockport. June 30.
Josephine (Shlbles). widow of Henry
Bohndell. aged 84 years. 9 months, 20
davs. Funeral at the late residence
Friday at 2 o'clock.
SHERMAN—At Appleton. July 1, Alice
C.. widow of Willard Sherman, aged
79 years. 3 months. 24 days. Funeral
Friday at 4 o'clock.

CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to express our heartfelt ap
preciation and thanks to our neighbors,
friends and relatives, for their sympathy
and beautiful floral tributes. In our
recent bereavement, In the death of
Spiro K. Economy.
Richard Economy. Thomas Economy

AND
|
I
I

'
j

FUNERAL PARLORS
Established 1840
Licensed Embalmers and
Attendants
John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

Day or Night Telephone
450
Representatives in all large cities
in the United States and Canada

AMBULANCE
Service is instantly available.
Experienced attendants on duty.

Day or Night Telephone
450
361 MAIN ST. ROCRLAND, ME.
20-tf
WEESIL
tw tw

|

AYRR’S
The next two months are our vacation months, and to really
enjoy them one ought to dress accordingly. It will he hotter than
blazes in a few days. Better be prepared.
UNDERWEAR
25c and 35s
MEN'S SHORTS OR SHIRTS, each
59c, 75c, $1.00
UNION SUITS, all styles
75c
W ORK SHIRTS, big. roomy and long wearing
$1.03. $1 53
DRESS SHIRTS land they are beautiesi
30r, $1X0
POLO SHIRTS .........................................................
75c. $1 03
ALL WOOL BATHING TRUNKS
$2.00, $3.00
ALL WOOL BATHING SUITS ..............................
GOOD HEAVY WORK PANTS, poekets leathered
S1.50
KHAKI PANTS .................................................................... $1.00, $1 59
DRESS PANTS ............................................... $2-00, $3.00, $3.50, $5 03
SLACKS ..................................................................... 51.00. 51.50, $2.90
A Good Strong OVERALL that gives excellent wear for only
.............................................................................. $1.00, $1.25, $1.59
PANT OVERALLS (we call them dungarees)
$1.00
In fact about anything in the way of Summer Wear wc can supply.

WILLIS AYER

CLAPP'S BABY FOOD, 2 can .25
A. D. S. MILK OF MAGNE
SIA, 1 pint... . .............
39
PEPTANS ANTACID POW
DER ......................................... 39
I PINT WITCH HAZEL ........39
(1 SIZE NOXZEMA CREAM .79
PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC
............................. .25, 39. .79
LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
.................................. M, 39, .79
Dll. LYON'S TOOTH POW
DER .................. .25, .39, .79
$1 IRONIZED YEAST TAB
LETS ................................... .89
51.15 CHUX DISPOSABLE
DIAPERS .............................. 98

I

51 BEACH BAGS .......................... 89
65c BEACH BAGS ...............

.59

75c BATHING SHOES

.69

BATHING CAPS ....... 10 to .39

WATER WINGS ................. .25
SUN GLASSES

225 to .98

special:

ALL 15c SUNDAES ............

.10

$1 JUDY CLOCKS .................. 73

3 ROLLS TUMS ......................la
3 BARS WOODBURY SOAP JS5

> [fl RNER

DRUG STORE

PBHCHIPTIOI BPUtears

RELIABLE SERVICE

PHONE 173
ROCKLAND

Every-Other-Dav
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SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND

TENANTS HARBOR

Why Gulf is the Gas
for the Fourth

GROWN-UPS SHOULD CILIBRATE the Fourth too! Drive
somewhere. Do things. But to
get maximum mileage use a
gasoline that's made specially
for July weather conditions in
this district. If you don’t, part
of your fuel will blow out the
exhaust unburned, wasted. That
Good Gulf Gas is “Kept in
Step with the Calendar”—its
chemical formula is suited to
the season. That's why all ofit
goes to work, none of it goes to
waste. Try a tankful!

7/000
G4SOZ,/V£

Right Out Of The Air
— By R F SERVICE

Scores ol well-known radio stars
are appearing at the Great Lakes
Exposition in Cleveland, opening
June 27 to run 100 days. A huge
"Radioland," seating 13,000 people, is
being used for the
stars when they
make their per
sonal appear
ances. Heading
the list of talent
for the first two
weeks of the ex
position are CoL
Stoopnagle and
Budd. For the
first week. The
Buccaneers, wellknown CBS male
octette, will be the
Irene Beasley
week's musical
feature, with Jerry Cooper and Con
nie Gates heard on June 27 and 28;
Irene Beasley and Stoopnagle and
Budd on July 4 and 5; Robert Sim
mons, NBC tenor and member of the
famous Revelers' quartette, Honeyboy, Sassafrass and Alice Joy, blues
singer, being heard on July 7 and 8.
Radio's most famous bands and
stars will be heard during the con
tinuance of the exposition.
••• Peter Van Steeden, musical di
rector of the "Town Hall Tonight"
programs, is know’n as radio's earli
est riser. Van provides the music
for many of New York's most promi
nent social affairs and, like the aver
age business man, can be found in
his office every morning at nine.

—

business vs. art as a career. They
wanted him to be a violinist. Only
21, Jack went out and landed the
Chateau job all by himself. The
family didn't know about it until he
announced he had the Job.
•••It was Radio Theatre, first In
"firsts" of the shows on the air,
which brought A1 Jolson and his be
loved Ruby to the
microphone in
their first co-starring appearance
in a radio drama
Their play was
“Burlesque" and
it suited A1 and
Ruby perfectly
With the whole
Hollywood field
wide open to Cecil
B. DeMille, pro
ducer o f Radio
Theatre since the
Rub.v Keeler
program moved to
the coast, there seems no limit to
the personalities, not generally avail
able to radio, who can be induced to
guest star in these Monday night
programs.

••• Bob Bums, caught In a lull
during rehearsal for one of the
Music Hall broadcasts with Bing
Crosby, told how the bazooka was
bom: “One night at band practice
in the plumbin' shop back in Van
Buren, I picked up a piece ol gas
pipe. I rolled up a sheet of music,
stuck it inside the pipe, and blew in
a lotta air. The other fellas laugh
ed. I did a lotta experimentin' and
finally used two pieces of gas pipe
and a whiskey funnel and found I
could control the sounds. Whenever
I played it folks laughed."

•••Jack Roselelgh, the kindly
father in the popular “Forever
Young” scries, does not find the role
o f solving the
problems of “Pep
per" and “Peggy
•••According to Carlton Morse,
Young" a difficult author of “One Man's Family,"
one. Jack, a vet
ninety-nine out of
eran of stage,
one hundred of
screen and radio,
the actors and
takes a fatherly
actresses who try
interest in all the
out for radio, lack
troubles of the
what he thinks is
youths appearing
the most essential
on radio pro
q u a 1 ification —
grams. Before and
naturalness. A s
after rehearsals
Morse says, “a
Jack Roseleigh
he is usually surglint in the eye
rounded by a
doesn't mean a
group ot youngsters seeking his ad
thing to the
vice and guidance as how to achieve
microphone. The
success in the entertainment field.
voice Is every
Carlton Morse thing — plus the
••• Ken Murray's quest to find a
way it is used."
wife on the “Laugh With Ken Mur
••• First aid for wives who get
ray" show, has produced some amus
ing statistics. He has received over annoyed when a husband reads the
nine hundred proposals, has h' d paper at breakfast in the morning,
eight offers of adoption, two women :.r.d for husbands who are impatient
have claimed him as a lost husband with some similar wifely habit, will
and three matrimonial bureaus have be provided by Sedley Brown and
Allie Lowe Miles when they bring
tried to sell him stock.
the "Husbands and Wives" programs
••• Jack Stanton, who ' ■ ducts to the air on July 5 Members of
with Peggy Gardiner on the C teau the radio audience will be invited to
me to the studio and give their
program every Saturday i
:. had
ers to troublesome domestic
to fight with his family io be a !■
singer ft wasn't the olo tight of problems.

IT'S TIME TO THINK ABOUT

AWNINGS
Added comfort and attractiveness
to your home at very low cost.
Ask us for an estimate

Year Round Local Service

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.
18 WILLOW ST. ROCKLAND, ME.

Mr and Mrs. Henry Meld.rum and
daughter motored Saturday to Rock
land.
John Morris, Jr., and daughter
Evelyn are confined to the house
with colds.
Dr. E. R Biggers who has bought
a house in Thomaston, has an office
at Alice Murphy's residence
Miss Betty Hamilton of South
Portland was weekend guest of Miss
Esther Monaghan.
Edw’ard Cook Is critically 111 at nis
home.
S
Several townspeople have employ
ment in the sardine factory at Rock
land.
Mrs. Myrtle Taylor and Mrs. Mary
Monaghan went last Thursday to
Holiday House, Camden, where they
will spend the summer.
Mrs Abraham Benson has returned
from a hospital in Bangor and is re
covering satisfactorily.
C. E. Wheeler is ill
Lillian Rowell is guest of friends in
this place for a few days.
Adelle Hawkins is home from
Rockport where she has been at
tending school.
Lovina Whitehouse has arrived
here to spend the summer at her
cottage.
Mrs. Charles Rose accompanied byMrs E. H. Bickmore. Mrs. Manfred
Humphrey and Mrs. Rinna Andrews
motored Wednesday to Waterville.
Several members of Npoml Chap
ter. O E S. attended the visiting offi
cers' night of Orace Chapter of
Thomaston. Mrs. William Imlach act
ed as associate matron and Mr. Im
lach as sentinel.
Mrs. Manfred Humphrey. Mrs.
Rinna Andrews, Mrs. Joseph Sim
mons, Mrs. Charles Rose and Miss
Rachel Robinson motored last Thurs
day to Lewiston where they were
guests of Mrs. Humphrey's aunt. Mrs
Martha Raymond.
Miss Ruth Barter, of Tenants
Harbor, who is in the cast of “Little
Jessie James" at Lakewood Theatre
this week is appearing under the
stage name of “Betty Jane Ross.
Miss Elizabeth Poole of Canton and
Harriett Holmes of Penn Yan, N. Y.,
visited for a week at the Maxwell
home. Over the weekend another
guest was Edward C. Richardson of
Lancaster. Miss Poole and Mr. Max
well accompanied Miss Holmes on her
return Tuesday and remained for a
visit.
Miss Ruth Barter, of Tenants
Harbor, who is in the cast of "Little
Jessie James" at Lakewood Theatre
this week is appearing under the
stage name of “Betty Jane Ross."
Members of the Ladies' Sewing
Circle recently enjoyed a picnic at
"The Nook." Barter's Point. This
spot has been a favorite picnic site
for many years. For some in attend
ance it brought back memories of
many Sunday School picnics that
they had attended in their child
hood on these rocks. The main busi
ness of the day was the gathering of
fir tips for fir pillows that will be
on sale during the summer. The
high light was the noon luncheon
with hot hamburger and onion sand
wiches along with cakes and pies
(that always make an out-of-door
meal a success. It was a fruitful as
well as a pleasant day. Those at
tending were: Rinna Andrews. Mar
garet Cant Emma Dunn Etta Hol
brook, Lizzie Humphrey, Harriet
Rawley, Ma belle Rose. Blanche Sim
mons, Flora Miller and Shirley
Dwyer.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT THE PARK
S$s

Ken Maynard in a scene from "Heroes of the Range."—adv.

SOUTH WALDOBORO

SWAN'S ISLAND

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Joyce are
A service conducted Sunday night
In the Baptist Church by Brainerd receiving congratulations on the birth
Thurston of Rockville was largely at June 24 in Ellsworth of a son
tended. Mr. Thurston, a student of Stephen Charles.
the East Providence Bible Institute
Mrs. William Glendenning and
is a forceful and interesting speaker. daughter Beverley of Rockland re
Another service is scheduled for nex;, cently visited her father William
8unday night to which a general in Freethy.
vitation is extended
Mrs Cheever Ames of Rockland
Alfred Standish. Sr., and chil was guest of relatives here over the
dren. Alfred, Eleanor. Barbara and weekend.
Marion returned home Friday from
Bradford E. Rowe is spending a
Middleboro, Mass , where Mr. Stan week with relatives in Rockland.
dish had been called by the serious
The Methodist Ladies Aid served a
illness of his mother whose condition baked bean dinner in the Milan store
Is now much improved.
last Thursday.
Mr and Mrs Harry L Stanhope of
Jackie Clark of Ellsworth is spend
Waterville were recent guests of Mr ing a few weeks' vacation with his
and Mrs. Alvin E Wallace.
grandmother Mrs. Lilia Moulden.
Several from this section attended
Miss Marian Van Horn is employed
graduation exercises Friday at the
at the home of Mrs. Calvin Stockvillage. Miss Anna Flanders of this1 bridge for a few weeks.
vicinity being a graduate.
Charles Rowe of Otis is passing a
Alfred Standish is having a large
few days here.
barn built on his property, a car
penter from Appleton being employed
for the work
THORNDIKEVILLE
Cards have been received from
Head Tide announcing the marriage
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Heald and
of Victor Gregoire and Miss Alice daughter of Dedham. Mass. Lester
Jewett. Mr Gregoire is the stepson Watson and son Lester were guests
of Rev. George B Davis of Aina.
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Crabtree
The King family of Rochester. recently. Mrs. Watson remaining for
N Y., have opened their summer the summer.
home, and other seasonal residents
Kenneth Crabtree and Philip
*
are arriving daily.
Crabtree recently visited their aunt
Mrs. Helen Heald at her summer
home in Islesboro.
ORFF'S CORNER
Callers Sunday at Lester Merrill's
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Achorn of Bel-,' were Gladys Irving of Damariscotta,
mont. Mass., were recent guests of Mrs. Arthur Price of Bath, Elenora
Mrs. Nellie Meyer Mrs. Meyer re Ingraham and son Alton.
Mrs Charlie Childs recently visit
turned with them for a few days’
visit at her home in Dorchester, ed her brother Raymond Ludwig in
Hope.
Mass.
Miss Barbara Tisdale of Gardiner
W S. Lothrop has employment
has been guest for a few days of painting E C. Powell's buildings in
Misses Mildred Elwell and Lucille South Hope
Elwell.
Alton Ingraham of Boston and
Mrs. James Hall of Elmore is visit aunt Mrs. Arthur Price of Bath were
ing her daughter Mrs. Albert Elwell. weekend visitors at Elenora Ingra
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Achorn of Bel ham's.
mont. Mass. Mrs Annie Orff and
Mrs. Fred Potter and daughter
Mrs. Hattie Berry and daughters have returned to Ellsworth after a
Madelyn and Anna of Newcastle at two weeks' stay with Mrs Fitter’s
tended the graduation of Miss Elea father C. C. Childs and family
nor Achorn.
An interesting meeting of the Farm
Bureau was held at the Community
FRIENDSHIP
House last Thursday in charge of
CLARK ISLAND
Mrs. Amber Childs and Mrs. Lulu
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Benner of Bel
Mrs Herbert Lewis, daughter Bar Jackson with 19 women present. The fast were recent guests of Mr. and
bara and Mrs. Virginia St. Croix and subject was. "Salads for all Seasons " Mrs Wiricapaw.
daughter Nancy of Braintree. Mass., Salads of different kinds were made
Mrs Ruth Philbrook and children
have returned home after visiting two and methods explained by the lead of Warren were visitors the weekend
weeks with Mrs. Lewis's parents, Mr. ers. Luncheon was served at noon. at the home of Mrs. Madeline
Mr. and Mrs. Ormand Hopkins and Thompson
and Mrs Frank Johnson. Mr. Lewis
daughter
Marion and Mr. and Mrs.
sister Shirley Johnson, accompanied
Mr. and Mrs John Northcott of
Harry Lowell of Tenant's Harbor.
her for a visit.
New Bedford Mass., are at their cot
Gus Johnson has as guests his Mr. and Mrs. Percy Elwell, Shirley tage for the season.
and Robert Elwell of Unity and Mrs.
sister and niece.
Charles Lundell motored Saturday
James
Hall of Elmore were here to
Miss Margaret Joy has returned to
to Charlotte, Vt„ to meet Mrs. Lun
attend
the
graduation
of
Calvin
El

Somerville, Mass., after visiting for
dell and daughter. Gloria, returning
the past week with Mr. and Mrs. well.
here Sunday for a vacation.
Maurice Jones.
Mr and Mrs. Winslow of New York
WEST WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. William Stevens and
have rented the George Cook house
daughter Mary of South Portland.
on Bradford's Point.
Miss Katherine Stevens and Arthur
Mrs. Fannie Waltz of Thomaston
Mrs. Olive Sykes and children,
Stevens of Thomaston were guests spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Barbara, Wallace and Robert, have
of their sister Mrs. George Baum re Herbert Waltz.
arrived for the summer and are oc
Mr. and Mrs. Frank David. Mrs. cupying the Thompson apartment at
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. John Olson accom Carrie Wetherell, and Miss Bette Bradford Point.
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Eric Thorb- David were in Damariscotta last
jasson of Tenant’s Harbor spent the Thursday and called on Mrs. M. C.
A Hl'MBLF. TRIBUTE
weekend in Worcester. Mass.
Winchenbach who is a patient at
(For The Courler-Oazette)
Charles Rowland who visited rela the Memorial Hospital.
A man there 19 in our town.
tives and friends in Massachusetts for
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Trask of Ten Steadfast, good and true—
Who always helps the man who's down,
the past two weeks, has returned ant's Harbor were callers Sunday at Be he sinner, saint or who.
•
home.
Clifford Winchenbach's.
He has a heart of purest goli.
Miss Ida Winchenbach of Au Both In the church and out;
generous deeds have oft be®n told
gusta visited Friday with her par His
NORTH WARREN
But of them he’d never shout.
ents Mr and Mrs. D. H. Winchen In sickness, sorrow or In health,
Mr. and Mrs Donald Kenniston and bach.
He Is your friend and mine;
does not seek for worldly ’vealth,
family who have been making their
Owen Winslow has been ill and He
He'd rather be honest and kind.
home with Mr. Kenniston's father, attended by Dr Hahn of Friendship.
His car is ever at that door
Fred Kenniston, have moved to Wal
Frank HunU of Intervale, N. H.. is Where the angel of death Is near;
He talks to the lowly, to the poor.
doboro.
visiting his mother Mrs. Elizabeth And
teaches there’s naught to fear.
Mabie Crawford was a caller Mon Hunt.
At the funeral bier he comfort brings.
day at Laura Daniels' home.
Mrs. Carrie Winchenbach has re At a time when all else falls;
He makes us see the better things.
Twelve White Oak Grangers at turned home from Washington.
Beyond the valley, the vales.
tended Lincoln Pomona Grange last
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Stover and
guessed of whom I try to
Saturday .in South Jefferson, un two children were guests Sunday of You have
write.
Such
men
are
all too few;
favorable weather in no wise lessen relatives in Boothbay.
He has made us see the light
As
no
one
else
could do.
ing enjoyment.
Mr, and Mrs. George Barnes, Floyd
The Central Maine Power Co., is Barnes and daughter of St. George So go to church, with all relations.
all the family pews;
extending its line to the residence of and Beulah Snowdeal of Thomaston Fill
And show your appreciation
Erland Jura.
were recent visitors at the home of To our good friend. Elder Huse.
A Huslte
Wilbur Stratton is seriously ill
Mr and Mrs. Byron Mills
North Haven, July 1

Prof. Wilbert Snow and family
motored here Friday from Middletown. Conn..and opened their sum
mer home for the season.
Mrs. Lilia Ames was at her cot
tage for the weekend. She had as
guests Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mitchell and Priscilla Foster of Fairfield, Mrs. Edith Kitchum of Albion,
Mrs. Blanche Vose. her son Edgar
Ames and Mrs. Ames of Thomaston
Percival A. Sawyer of Camden is
shingling Dr. Herbert W Thomssen's
cottage. The Tides, and preparing it
for the family who are expected to
arrive in a few days from Utica.
N. Y.
Rockledge Inn has registered: Mr
and Mrs. Charles Nichols of Orono
and Mr. and Mrs. Harlln of Flushing,
Long Island, N. Y. Recent over
night guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Johnson of Watertown, Mass.
Miss Barbara Griffin has as visitor
for a short time, Louise Waldron of
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Allen spent
the weekend at their cottage.
Mrs. Anna Nelson and family
were at their cottage for the weekend
and were there visited by Mrs. Eve
lyn Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Noyes and children of Smyrna Mills.
Mrs. Allen and Misses Lucy and
Ina Allen of Mt. Vernon. N. Y., and
Mrs. Dorothy Coiley of Glen Cove
were recent callers at the Century
House.
Mr and Mrs. Wilmont Reed of
Belmont. Mass„ will occupy the Fales'
cottage for a short time.
Miss Marion Lewis had as visitors
Sunday at the Lewis cottage, Made
line Lervia of Skowhegan, Loretta
Smith. Lucille Blanchard. John Saw
yer, Howard Gray, Bernadine Libby,
Adelaide Trimm. James Poulin and
Tina Thompson of Waterville.
Lookout Lodge has another feature
of pleasure—an attractive boat, a
surprise gift from W. D Gilbert to
Mrs. Gilbert.
Harold Robbins spent Sunday at
his cottage.
Mrs. Ruth B. Spear is having ex
tensive repair work, sutfh as new cell
ing and painting done in the Cen
tury House.
Mr and Mrs Richard Hammond of
Camden were at their cottage for the
weekend.
Rev and Mrs. Herman Wlnchenbaugh passed the weekend at their
cottage. They had as guests Miss
Betty Priest of Lewiston and Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Crockett of Ash Point.
Mr. and Mrs William D. Gilbert
had as recent callers at Lookout
Lodge. Mr and Mrs. Bernard Jordan
of Medfield. Mass. Mrs. Alice Cook
and Mrs. F Peabody of Warren.
Guests there Sunday were Mr. and
Mrs Fred Miller of Carmel, Mr. and
Mrs Robert Preble and two children
of Hampden and Arthur Robinson of
Southwest Harbor. A bird bath and
feed dish have been added to the at
tractive grounds of Lookout Lodge.

UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Evans
spent the weekend in Boston and on
return were accompanied by Mrs.
Charles E. Greene of Brookline,
Mass , and her sons George and
Charles who will spend the summer
here.
Mr. and Mrs Percy Marks and
daughters Frances and Eleanor of
Bath passed the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Ayer.
Vernon Ripley was host to several
young friends Tuesday at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Dornan.
Games were much enjoyed and re
freshments served.
Among those
present were Fred Smallwood. Jr .
Raymond Pinkham, Jr.. Charles
Howe, Bobby Leonard. Priscilla Al
den and Joyce MacEdwards.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Goyette of
Philadelphia who are at Camp Maranacook for the summer, were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Evans. Other visitors were Mr. and
Mrs Oscar Grinnell and Mrs Arthur
Grinnell of Camden and Mrs. Leroy
Gleason of Union.

EAST UNION
Roy Gould Is a patient at Britt's
Home in Rockland for treatment.
Miss Nina Titus is at her summer
home for the vacation period.
Mrs. Robert Kearley has returned
from Central Maine Hospital in
Lewiston much improved in health.
Mrs. Doris Robbins and daughter,
Elaine, were recent guests of Mrs.
May Robbins.
A large group of Beaver Camp
girls arrived last Thursday.
Mrs. Chloe Mills of South Hope
recently visited friends in this place.
Miss Annie Goeing wrs hostess
Sunday to Mrs. Estes of Belfast.
Mrs. Ella Bowley has returned
from New Hampshire where she has
been guest of her daughter.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Expreas with mirth
6-Trap
9-Ache
11- Pertaining to the
ear
12- Type measure
14-Vehlcle on runners
16- A gem
17- The king of Bashar
(Bible)
18- Small bed
20-The lover of Hero
22- Evening (Poet.)
23- To cry, as an owl
25- Empty
26- Box
27- Lacerated
29- Relatives by blood
30- Labor
31- Lacerate
33- Solid refuse from
wine-making
34- Dry
35- A dentist's drill
36- Part of a plant
38-Branch of Mathe
matics (abbr.)
40- High card (pi.)
41- Alcoholic beverage

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
43-To mop
45- Small biplane
46- Tint
48-Kingdom of Asia
50- Pronoun
51- Ancient galley (pi.)
33-Expire
54- Nine
55- Comrade
56- Consumea
58- The (Fr.)
59- Barren
60- Small speck
62-Pay out, as money
S3-City in France
VERTICAL
1- Bloodsucker
2- Above
3- Auto fuel
4- Natural elevation
5-Chief actor
6- Nothing
7-Army corps (abbr.)
8- Anxious
10- Want
11- Ajar
13-Debate
15-Biack

VERTICAL (Cont.)
16- Chief of the gods
(Norse Myth.)
17- Egg-shaped
19-A short note
21- Fasten
22- Heroic poem
24-Gave pleasure to
26-T roubles
28-The nostrils
30-Weeds
32- Edge
33- Drinking cup
36- Blemish
37- A length measure
39- Young girl
40- The highest point
41- Pierce with a horn
42- Town in Alaska
44- Dip out, as water
45- Saillng vessels
46- Quote for argument
47- Paper measure
49-U nites
51- Poet
52- Cease
55-Human race
57-Station (abbr.)
59-Exist
81-Comparative suffix

(Solution to previous puzzle)

DUTCH NECK

1 z

ON
Mrs. Charles W McClure and chil
|ViE|A
dren of Newton, Mass , are occupying
Olv C
Clinton Gross' house for The summer.
Dr McClure joined his family here
for the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs Benjamin Gross and
daughter Elizabeth of Auburn were
Weekend guests of Mr Gross' parents
Mr and Mrs. Edward Gross.
Ip Miss Ada Winchenbaugh of Wol- -1
laston, Mass, is spending a vacation
.pIUcIpI
with her fhother Mrs. Celesta Win
chenbaugh.
Mrs. Alden Eugley and Miss Celia boro High School Miss Ruth Geele
Eugley of Waldoboro called on rela- I etld Miss Margaret Stahl of this place
tives in this locality recently.
j wer among those graduated.
Mrs. Joseph Goodrow. Miss Madge j Mrs. Granville Gross and daughGoodrow and Phyllis Miller returned {
Beryl are vlsltlng Mrs Edward
Wednesday from Melrose. Mass.
Flaherty in Gardiner.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Richardson of, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Elwell and five
Portland and Miss Elsie Stahl of ohlldren and Mrs Catherine Gross
Gorham have been recent visitors at of Bath spent the weekend at Mrs.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Gross' former home here.
Stahl.
Miss Catherine Grey and sister of
Mrs. Lena Miller and grandson of Salem. Mass., are renting Dr. SanBath were recent callers on relatives ford's house for the summer.
here.
Mr and Mrs. Leland Waltz and
daughter of West Roxbury. Mass., are I ilrajzja/afzfzjzrajzrzrafzniaragra
at their summer home here.
Mrs. Wilbur Emus and children I
FOR
SALE
Melvin, Dorothea and Lucille of Arl- [
Ington, Mass are spending a few I
days at their home.
Modern seven room house
Miss Anne Winchenbach is passing
and garage. Cemented ce'a week with her aunt, Mrs. W. E.'
lar, hot water heat. Fine
Wotton in Lawry.
lecation.
Lot 63 x 80 feet
Miss Ada Winchenbaugh and (
19
Franklin
St. Rockland
Misses Stella and Della Chase were
Tel. 186-R, 64 Summer St.
recent Rockland visitors.
Several from here attended recent
commencement exercises of Waldo-

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
Service To: Vinalhaven. North Haven, Stonington, Isle Au Haut.
Swan's Island and Frenehboro
_____________ (Subject to Change Without Notice)

(Eastern Standard Time)
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Effective June 30th to September 15th Inclusive
Read Down
Daily Ex- Sunday
Dally Ex- Sundav
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
A.M. P.M. A.M.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 11.45 7.00 7.25
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 10.55 600 625
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON.
Ar. 9.50 5.00 5.20
1.50
11.30 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND,
Lv. 8.45
4.15
Read Up

VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER W. S. WHITE
Sunday
Daily Ex_ Sunday
Only
cept Sunday Only
AJW. P.M. A.M.
A.M.
pM
5.00
2.15 8.00 Lv.ROCKLAND.
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.45
6.15
3.30 9.15 Ar.VINALHAVEN.
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.30

D»ny Ex-

RATES)
Single
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0»uW. *10-4»-4U
Ml «OOM» WITH |ATW
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NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/*
to Your hotel in BOSTON

500Rooms
RADIO
5ERVID0R
TUB”* SHOWER

« NORTH STATION
* STEP-/r«Wj... TRAIN-toftue ROOM*

Every-Other-Day
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With Extension Agents

APPLETON RIDGE

DEER I5LE

Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Mason and
three children and Miss Arolyn Con
don, R. N. of Augusta were callers
Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert and Charles Newbert.
Mrs. Alice Watson and four chil
dren are in Rhode Island where they
will make their home with her par
ents for an indefinite time. Rev.
L. E. Watson will conclude his pas
torate at the Baptist Church in Au
gust, and will enter Gordon Bible
School in Boston at the beginning
of the fall term.
The Grange members, 26 ln number,
went Sunday to Sandy Shores. War
ren, for their annual outing. A fine
time was enjoyed and the courtesy
of the Dormans greatly appreciated.
Mr and Mrs. Clyde Luce and fam
ily of Oakland were weekend guests
at Frank Hart’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Grant, Jr. of
Atlantic, Mass., are visiting Mr.
Grant’s parents and sister, Mrs. Linnibel Sprowl.
Rev. L. E. Watson was a dinner
guest Sunday at the W.[ M. Newbert
home.
Mrs Edith Fuller is a patient at
Knox Hospital.
’'Bud” Sprague of Massachusetts
was a recent guest of Elmer and
Azuba Sprague.

Mrs. Margaret Powers and her I
mother, Mrs. Wilson, who a few
months ago passed her 91st birthday J
anniversary have opened the Cronan
cottage on Bridge street. Later Mr.
and Mrs. John J. Cronan will arrive 1
for the summer.

[5

Page Five

STONINGTON

RDAY I
AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Robert Dotten, who has been
visiting his sons In Baltimore, arrived
home this week.
Edith Grant was a recent visitor
in town enroute to her home at Isle
au Haut. She has recently graduat
ed from Portland High School.
New officers for the Rodney Stin
Mrs. Sydney Treat of Malden
son Post Auxiliary are: President,
Mass., was recent guest of her par- I
Mildred Blood; vice presidents. Ina
ents, Capt. and Mrs. Everett Has- j
Knight. Elizabeth Bray; chaplain,
kell.
With The Homes
be held at the State seed show in
Agriculture
I
Mildred Bye; treasurer, Clarissa
Mrs. Matthew Fay and son Mat
Plans are being made for the auto
Rockport's Farm Bureau meeting November,
Morey; secretary, Laura Rice; ser
tour through Knox and Lincoln on "Salads for All Seasons” is to be ( Elaborate cash and merchandise
thew and Mrs. Ethel P. Haskell of
geant-at-arms, Blna Watts; his
Quincy, Mass., have opened “The Old
counties of the Northeastern Poult#., held July 7 instead of July 14, at prizes are offered for county and
torian. Eva Rice.
Producers' Council which will take' Mrs. Lizzie Smith's home. Mrs. Inez State. This contest is sponsored by
House” for the season.
Miss I.orena Conley visited Mrs.
place in August. It is expected thfet! Packard and Mrs. Alice Gregory are the Ball Brothers Company, Muncie,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dame and
I
Callie
Weed at Deer Isle over the
there will be 500 on the tour. Two in charge of this meeting and will Ind.
daughter Mary returned Sunday to
weekend.
stops will be made—one at Edgar; direct the making of various salads
Percy Shephard has returned to
4-H Club Notes
Springfield, Mass., having been guests
Smith's, North Edgecomb; one of the to he served for dinner,
of Mrs. R. R. Meunier for a week.
A Club picnic is planned for
New York.
largest poultry farms in the county.
Miss Gertrude Snowden is home
August in place of the field day.
Clifford W. McVeigh was a Cam
State Canning Contest
Mr. Smith has several thousand
from
Concord, N H.
4-H
Club
Field
Day
was
held
den visitor Sunday.
Exhibit Requirements
test
laying birds. He also has the largest
Mary Coombs has been visiting
Saturday with 31 clubs present and
incubator capacity in the couni
Any woman in the county may en an attendance of 350. Because of
Mrs. Vida Sylvester, George Sylves
friends at Oceanville.
Besides the poultry he has 20 acress^f ter the contest
ter
and Ruby Sylvester, Martin
Marga Colby is employed by Mrs.
rain, no sports could be held, so the
sweet corn, two acres of squash and
Snowden and Mrs. George M. Dodge
J C. Turner at Isle au Haut.
Eacjr individual exhibit is to con- ' annual field day turned out to be a
several acres of peas. The second
spent Sunday at Eagle.
Mrs. Frank Woodman is visiting
slst of one Jar of canned non-acid , club picnic in the grandstand. Hot
A preview of airplanes of the fu- craft capable of swishing through the
stop will be at Oakland Park for
her
daughter Mrs. Charles Russell in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Norman
Wood
and
vegetables and one jar of canned dogs' soda and lce cream were on
ture will be afforded motion picture air at nearly 309 miles an hour.
lunch.
Sturbridge. Mass.
sale to help towards the 4-H County
two children are guests of Mr. and
. . see
„ Devil s Squadron
____ Richard
• • • •
fruit accompanied by a copy of the
goers who
. For Dix is starred in "Devil’s
Mr. and Mrs. N. E Powers and son
contest which will be held at RockM-s. Wilbert Gove of Eagle.
A•
Squadron" with Karen Morley and
S. T. Creamer of Nobleboro has canning budget which meets the land Oct. 31.
Mr. and Mrs. John Murch and ln the intriguing screen drama all Lloyd Nolan playing the featured Kendall recently visited Mrs. Annie
put in a third story in his barn which j health requirements of the exhibi-’ A combination club picnic and
daughter Jane of Buffalo, N. Y., are new types of aircraft are shown, roles. Both Dlx and Nolan, as test Richardson and Miss Abbie Monteith.
Miss Lois Stinson is employed in
he recently remodeled into a henfamlly and „ record of the can- field day will be held in August to
visitors at the home of Mr. Murch's designed to carry six tons of freight pilots, fly the new type airplanes in
D.
J. Noyes' drug store.
house He expects to fill the building , nJng dQne by exhibltor (The can. make up for the sports which could
father. M. R Murch
and passengers, to the trim, racing the picture, —adv.
Mrs. Nettie Cook and sister Miss
this year with birds.
ning budg€t form may
obtatned not be held during .Field Day. At
Capt. George L. Bech is receiving
Marion Barter are home from Bos
from Jessie M. Lawrence, Rockland.' the picnic races and other events
the congratulations of his friends
Howard's house. Mr. Dunton en- ton where they have been employed.
SEARSMONT
Arthur Paquett and W.W. Cochran,. uniform pint Jars or glass quart will take place and the 4-H Field
Vacation Bible School Closes
| tered Monday upon the construction
upon his renomination as County
Miss Irene Whitman is passing a
North Edgecomb, are planning a Jars should
used ln the €Xhiblt Day Banner (made by the Project
The successful Daily Vacation Commissioner.
The Hermansen family of New of a gas filling station for Russell vn’ra7lcn with her brother ln New
third story ln their barns this year The exhlblt
of stand- Pushers) will be awarded to the mbie gchool closed with a fine proMrs. Randall Haskell of New Lon- ! York arrived Friday and will be at Knight.
York
whlch they remodeled into a hen; ard rather than fancy pack.
highest scoring club in events. All gram Sunday night. Rev. and Mrs. don. Conn., arrived Sunday.
their camp. War-nezee-sha. for the
Mrs. Dolly Day returned Friday
____________
house several years ago.
■
contests wll,
held Mtne clubs will be notified of the exact , Watson express thanks to all who
B. Stacy Haskell and
daughters, summer.
from Waldo County Hospital where
LIBERTY
| assisted in making this event a suc- Jean and Ruth of Berlin N. H., are Mrs. Wills entertained the
* * ’ "
time during September or the first time and place.
Ladles for three weeks she has been a surgiAnother increase in poultry houb- part of October. Time and place of
At the Field Day, June 27, 11 4-H cess The Watsons have faithfully guests of his mother at the Ark.
Aid recently.
| cal patient. Upon arrival home she
Callers last Thursday on Mrs. Ruby
lng in North Edgecomb will be made each local contest will be announced clubs were present with 100% at- ! carried on this school for the past
Mrs. J. Frank Hause
and her Mrs. Elizabeth
C. Bowley is in found there her parents, Mr and
Holt were Mrs. Elijah Ritchie. Mrs. A.
by Edgar Smith who is going to build later.
tendance. These clubs were: Aina, flve seasons and many children have
daughters Misses Elizabeth and Helen Framingham, for asummer's visit Mrs George E Pendexter, and son, Simpson of Belfast and Miss Lura
a double-deck pen on the end of his
The fc>est exhibit and canning re Happy Homemakers; West Aina, J benefited thereby.
j Judson, great-grandson of Maple
Hause of Westchester, Pa., have J with relatives.
barn.
i cord from each community will be i Pownalboro Good Will; South Bristol
Tills program was given as a clos
ton, Mr. and Mrs George A Mc Ritchie of Hampden.
opened their summer home on the
Miss Madeline Day recently re* * * *
! sent to the county annual meeting, Helpful Handy Home Hustlers; ing feature: Processional; worship
Dr. and Mrs. H. A Brown of NeedKelvey. daughter Myrtle and
Apple fruit flies have appeared In I on October 22 for county judging.
i South Bristol, Lively Little Ladies; program; hymn; scripture; salutes North Deer Isle road.
turned from Long Beach, N. Y
Qf
Rivef Mrs Day u ham. Mass are visiting Dr. Brown's
George E. Sylvester has recently where she has been in the employ of
large numbers in the trap of county ' if at least 25 women have made South Bristol. Healthy Happy Work- to Christian and American flags;
sister. Mrs. Walter Ordway, at their
making good recovery.
agent, Wentworth, in Hope. Henry I exhibits in the county, the county 1 ers; Hope, Happy Farmers; Slmon- roll call; song by Juniors; song bought a launch from Vinalhaven Mr. and Mrs. Erickson since Scptemold home here.
: ber.
Kontio of West Rockport reports will be allowed to enter the state ton. Junior Sunshine 4-H. Georges "Jesus Loves Me.” primary and be- parties.
Roy Woodard of New Hampshire
flies of the blueberry maggot in his contest.
River Rd.. Champion Chick Raisers; ginners memory drill; dividing the
Mayor Harold Burton of Cleveland
Ernest Sprowl and Leigh Sprowl
Six Improved varieties of wheat and Percy Bridges of Boston were at
trap at West Rockport. Sprays and4 The highest rating exhibit in the South Thomaston. Gold Star Work- Bible; song, “Jesus Bid Us Shine;’’ was elected to the board of overseers i have a large crew employed picking developed by the United States De- Travelers Lodge the past week,
of Bowdoin College, having gradu- strawberries for shipment.
partment of Agriculture and its coMrs. ftuby Holt enjoyed a weekend
dusts for these insects should be ap-t county contest shall be sent to com- ers; Union. Seven Tree 4-H; Wal- song, "Wonderful Words of Life."
plied this week.
Bible story period; memory verses; ated from that college in the class of
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Plneo of Mon- operating units will be grown by motor trip to Houlton.
pete in the state contest which will P°le. Project Pushers.
song, “This is My Father's World," 1909. Mayor Burton is a nephew ol treal were at their cottage, The Pines , thousands of western farmers this
Miss Claia Leyonborg of the Westtemperance
period;
song,
“
Dare
To
the
late
Judge
William
C.
Hitz
of
for
a
few
days
recently.
year
on
more
than
a
half-million
field
Teachers College is passing a
and Charles, of Lancaster, Mass., are
SIMONTON
PORTCLYDE
Be a Daniel;" movie reel on temper Washington, D. C. Virgil McGarril | Callers Sunday at Charles Day's acres. Disease resistance, yield, mill- vacation with her parents, Dr. and
spending a few days at the Richard- I
-------Prof, and Mrs. Ernest Barr and son son cottage.
The Farm Bureau held an inter ance; song, “Dare To Be Brave,” of the class of 1914 of Portland was home were Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kel- lng quality and protein content are Mrs. leyonborg.
John, of Lowell, Mass., and Miss
a few of the measuring sticks apWillard Whittlker recently underFred Waldo has returned home esting meeting on “Restful Bed- memory project, “Bible Town;" offer- also elected to the board of overseers, jy and son. George of Belfast.
Coughlin of Concord, N H„ visited after passing a week with relatives rooms” last Monday at the home of ^ng: Bible salute; song. Holy Bible, He is a nephew of the late Hon. El
F. A. Dunton and David Craig plied to a new variety before it is went a serious operation at the Bradmer P. Spofford.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Simmons re and friends in Thomaston.
have been engaged in shingling Colby introduced.
bury Memorial Hospital.
| Mrs. Henry Kontio, West Rockport. Book Divine; closing prayer.
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Merrill of Many were present and richly enMrs. Mary Barton motored last Norton. Mass. and Elmore visited joyed the day.
SOUTH CHINA
Thursday to Norridgewock, returning Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Walter
the following day with her brother. Simmons.
Miss Ida Elwin and Mrs. Alice
“Smith's .wife thinks the world of
Freeman Abbott, Mrs. Abbott and
Miss Helen Davis who has been her husband."
1 Esancy attended the recent session
their son, James, who visited here teaching school on Monhegan, is at
of Knox Pomona Grange at Union.
“Does she?"
the weekend.
her home here for a few days.
“Yes, she even believes the parrot
East Kennebec Pomona has held
Miss Mary Field of Boston arrived
J. Wilfred Balano, son of Capt. taught him to swear."
two evening sessions last month and
Wednesday for a season's stay at and Mrs. F. B. Balano of this town
will have none during July. The first
Big Thunder cottage.
and New York, is spending a few
one at Windsor was largely attend
Miss Michaelson of New York is weeks at the Balano summer home
ed. as it was the 50th anniversary
at Camp Kenna for the summer, i , before becoming affiliated with the
I of that Grange which furnished a
Mr. and Mrs Urban Brown of Wor- Proctor * Gamble Mfg Co He was
program of pageant, music, and j
cester, Mass, spent the weekend with ' graduated from the Howard Oradu
original verse.
Memorial services
ate
School
of
Business
AdminlstraMrs. Ada Brennen, who also has as
J were conducted by Mrs. Georgia
guest Mrs. Aurilla Bray of Rockland. ! tion with a master's degree. Jasper
j Pooler and staff of Winslow Grange
Miss Elsie Lowell tea employment ;M Balano wh0 recently received his
and the fifth degree was conferred
at Swan's Island.
« , diploma from Hebron Academy., is
on
23 candidates. Ice cream and
Miss Elsie Puffer of Lowell, Mass., also passing the summer here, prior
j cake were served. The second one
to
entering
college
in
September.
is visiting Mrs. Alice T. Trussell.
J at Benton last Tuesday was attended
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Braun anti
! by 19 from here. A fine program
MEDOMAK
daughter. Elizabeth, of South Port
with degrees for 21 and ice cream and
land were recent guests of Mr. arid
I cake served, made the occasion a
Mrs.
L.
J.
Winslow
of
Glendon
Mrs. Loren Teel.
f.j
pleasant one
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Andrews of spent a few days recently with Mrs.
Recent callers at Herbert Esancy's
Denver, Col. were callers on friends L. W. Osier.
Included: Mr. and Mrs. F. K Hussey,
Mrs.
Annie
Genthner
and
son,I
here recently.
Caroline and Knowlton Hussy, Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hoedtke arid Clyde, Mrs. Mae Shuman and Louise
and Mrs. Elmer Ellsworth, Nancy and
Shuman
were
visitors
last
Thursday
son, Julian of Melrose, Mass., have
David Ellsworth, Robert and Forrest
arrived at their cottage for the sum in Winslow's Mills and Waldoboro.
Hussey, Elmo Randall. Miss Ida ElMrs.
Astor
Willey
has
been
visit

mer.
Win, Mr. and Mrs. George Thurston,
ing
her
sister,
Mrs.
Clarence
Eugley,
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Brown al
Mrs. Lottie Fuller, Mrs. Edna Taber
in Waldoboro.
Miss Ethel Kelley of West Somervl
' Misses Edith and Leola Mitchell,
Miss
Brann
of
Portland
passed
last
Mass., have been visitors at the hoqip
Mrs. Eva McKee, her father Mr.
week as guest of her aunt, Mrs.
of Mrs. Ada Brennan
Goodwin and Mrs Southard, the lat
Theodore
McLain.
Mrs. Richardson and sons George
ter three enroute from Gary, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Deering Genthner
where they have spent the winter
and son were recent visitors at the
and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wellman.
home of Mr. Genthner’s parents in
West Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Esancy and
B
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Simmons and
Junior and Mrs. Herbert Esancy and
Mrs. Florence Conant and daughter
daughters Evelyn and Charlene re
of Port Clyde were with relatives
cently visited Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Sunday on Long Island for a visit.
POulliot, in their new home at North
X
Miss Ella Willey is visiting her
Vassalboro.
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
grandparents in Loudville.
Recent callers at Ralph Esancy’s
Charlie Light and mother of
Included: Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mer
Saugus, Mass, have arrived in town
rill and son Florentius of Windsor,
for the summer.
Ml’. and Mrs. Ralph Small, Mrs
Miss Louise Shuman spent Wed- I
Annie Stewart, four daughters and
nesday in Portland.
three grandchildren of Augusta and
Alberta Prior, Shirley Prior and
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Merrill, daugh
Addle McLain visited in Rockland
ter Sylvia and niece Alice Giddings of
for a day recently.
Vassalboro.
Mrs. Thomas Gerrieur of New Bed
nsure the safety of your
..
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Morrison who
ford, Mass., is at her cottage for the
preserves. Buy ATLAS
spent
most
of
the
past
year
ln
Mas

season.
Fruit JARS—Double
sachusetts, are at their home here.
Tested for Strength.The
Mr. anir"Mrs. Gilbert Libby and chil
Polariscope,
a
scientific
NORTH HOPE
dren oT Waterville, are also at the
instrument, determines
William Crossman home with them.
School Notes
strength under strain.
The school here, Annie M. Rhodes,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred’rick K. Hus
Boiling water at 212°F,
teacher, closed June 18. The children
sey of Newtonville, Mass., have been
poured into jar, de
“What do you think of Socony’s new Mobilgas?” Mobilgas America’s largest-selling gasoline.
and teacher enjoyed a last day picnic
termines strength under
in town a few days preparing for
at Hobbs' Pond.
heat. Individually in
the opening of Camp Abenakis. The
We’ve asked that question of thousands of
Test Mobilgas in your car— not only its per
Buddy Wentworth won the wild
spected. Safe for all
councillors have been arriving and
motorists.
The
answers
arc
a
revelation!
formance, but its mileage. You’ll agree—it’s
methods of modern pre
flower contest having gathered 73
among the older friends are Camp
serving. Clear crystal
AND UP
different varieties. Norma Hoyle and
Manager Elmer Ellsworth, Supt. of
“Felt like I had extra cylinders under the the finest gasoline Socony ever sold!
v Maurice Wentworth also gathered
glass to give natural
Newton. (Mass.) Grammar School
Your Old Range Taken in
hood! ”... “Your new gas is sure stepped up.”...
Stop at the Sign of the Flying Red Horse.
color to your fruits and
Exchange
over 70. Forty kinds of birds were
who has been here for five seasons;
“Take our local hills in high, now.”
vegetables.
Atlantic Ranges are available in seen during the spring term.
Robert Hussey, Colby '37, who has
Standard Oil of New York, Division of SoconyBlack and All Enamel Finishes
Buddy Wentworth was neither late
been here ln some capacity since the
On results like these, millions have made Vacuum Oil Company, Incorporated.
HAZEL-ATLAS GLASS CO.
nor absent during the year. Shirley
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
second year of camp and “Chef,'
Wheeling, W.Ve.
Wentworth was not tardy during the
Randall of Rhode Island who has
--- ■
Makers of fruit jars and fruit
:
- Ah ?
year and not absent two terms; Hazle
- ■
been here three years and Bill Davis
jar caps for more than 40 years.
Bennett and Ralph Pease not absent
the sloyd work councillor. Not to
two terms; Otto Bennett and Phyl
mention Mr. Hussey's calico ponies
All Styles and Sizes of
lis Baird not absent one term. Mau
TEL. 980
iSandy and Beauty who have six
313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLANI
Fruit Jars and Caps"
rice Wentworth was absent 3'/4 days
saddle horses for company this sea
and not tardv during the year.
son-one more than last year.
-«- •........ — *■ »----------------- •

AND THE

KNOX-LINCOtN

FARM BUREAU

NEW MOBILGAS MAKES YOUR CAR MORE

ATLAS
JARS

RANGES

I

549.50

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

“Best Gasoline Socony’s ever Sold, say Motorists

Page Six
j and other large containers and there
was an exhibit of specimen blooms
Malcolm Creighton Is employed in ' of many rare varieties, the colors
the office of Migis Lodge. Sebago ' ranging from white and the most
Lake, for the remainder ol the delicate shades of pink to deeper
summer.
, rose and rich reds.
Mrs. Bertha Dowlin, who has been
The mixed bouquets of garden
seriously ill at her home on Kossuth flowers attracted much attention,
Gladys Hasty Carroll, the most
street, for the past ten days, is now with choice delphiniums predominat- talked-about American author in
ing and also including gaillardia,
gaining.
1933. was recently heard in lecture
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron A. Clark, and pyrethrum. Iceland popples. English
in Portland, giving as a part portions
daughter. Rae who have been visiting daisies and spirea. Among the roses of her forthcoming novel "Sickle Ir.
Mrs. Clark’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. shown, lovely as always, the Supreme
the Sky." Mrs. Carroll, a South Ber
Daniel L. Keyes, in Bucksport, for and Jeanna Hill, were particularly
wick native, a Bates College graduate
the past week, have returned home. noted. Of great daintiness and
and author of what critics have de
Miss Edith Valentine, of North charm were the miniature flower ar
clared to be the most authentic book
boro, Mass., and Miss Rachel Evarts, rangements as were also the low
on Maine rural life ever written, is
of Clinton, Conn, who have been table arrangements, both represent
| still, three years after her notable
guests of Miss Frances Hahn, for ing painstaking preparation and In
success with "As The Earth Turns," a
several days, have returned home. finite patience.
I modest individual, and looks almost 1
There was a tea table set with an
Miss Frederica Wade, of Scituate,
(too youthful to be a successful au- ■
Mass., is spending this week with authentic reproduction of old china
| thor, although she is the wife of a
with
its
graceful
centerpiece
of
Ice

Miss Edith Wilson, at her home on
• college professor and the mother of '
land poppies and bachelor' buttons
Main street.
a stalwart son.
Miss Christine E. Moore, who has emphasizing the colors in the china
“Of course I hope that people will
been visiting in Portland for the past A new feature this year was the ex
like my latest book as well as they
few days, returned home Tuesday ac hibit of potted plants and fruit and
appeared to like '"As The Earth
companied by her aunt, Mrs. Helen flowers arranged on a tray. This Turns'. Mrs. Carroll states. "Natural- I
Smith, who spent the past season in show is a pleasant reflection of this
ly I believe it will be a better novel, ]
Winter Park, Fla., and for the past town's many beautiful gardens.
different of course, but portraying a
several weeks has been in Portland.
life which starts in a rural communi- !
Mrs.
Aroline
C.
Gorwaiz
Mrs. Smith will spend the remainder
Mrs. Aroline C. Gorwaiz. 92. died !
and emerges into a larger world."
of the summer at Knox Hotel.
Tuesday
at
her
home
at
21
Green
>
She
hopes to get this book sufMr. and Mrs. William Nelson and
son. Reinold. of Worcester. Mass., are street. Mrs. Gorwaiz was born in this j ficiently along to start it serially in
guests this week of Mr. and Mrs. | town. Oct. 11, 1843 the oldest of eight the faU m a nationai monthly magaCharles Piiraine, at their home at children born to Charles and Rebecca , zin«- » wU1 "ot
Published in
the West End.
(Morton) Lermond. On June 24. 1 b°°k form 1111111 next spring.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden G. Merrifield I®86 she wasmarried to John GorMrs Carroll still clings tenaciously
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. John , uaizof Newburyport. Mass., and in t0 the \alues of living expresse n
Thomas, of Rockland are on a week's •
fihe made her home until a rura 1 e an " tc 1 £_5 so e °
motor trip through the White Moun- lll? death of her husband. In 1913 Quentl> depicted in A> le -art 1
tains
' she returned here and had lived In i Turns." She says “We in Maine,
Miss Jane R. Miller, who has been I the Lermond homestead. She was a rural Maine at least" know of the
attending the ten day session of the member of the Congregational exciting possibilities of rural life. I
National Aquatic School conducted ! Church, the Red Cross and Garden *now 11 s° well because I can return
by the American Red Cross at Camp , Club, and in all of those organiza- to my beloved home onlythe sumj mer. And then I begin to live all
Kiwanis, South Hanson, Mass., re tions she felt a deep interest.
turned home Monday.
She is survived by a niece. Miss ' over a&ain" During nine months of
the year the young author looks after
Miss Betsy Bulkeley and brothers. Elizabeth L. Tobie, of this town
the comforts of her professor hus
Funeral
services
will
be
held
Fri
Peter and Dicky of Marblehead.
Mass., are at the home of their day at 2 o'clock from her residence, band and young son in their Minmaternal grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Friends are asked to please omit nespolis home.

Every-Other-Day
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In Everybody’s Column

THOMASTON

Richard O. Elliot, for the remainder, flowers.
•
Most of the literary world, so O O.
of the summer.
McIntyre tells us. was surprised at !
Mrs. Cassandra A. Washburn
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Page, of North
The death of Cassandra A., widow the comparatively small estate left
Wakefield. N. H. who have been
of Charles H. Washburn. 75, occurred by Rudyard Kipling. It totalled,
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Levi Bucklin,
Wednesday morning at her home at $712,000. No literary man would sneeze ,
in South Warren, for a ' few days,
26 Knox street. Mrs. Washburn was at that sum, but (Kipling's books ’
called Monday on Mrs. George W
bom in this community April 9. 1861 have been selling by hundreds of '
Ludwig.
daughter of Oliver and Arcan (Hill) thousands all over the world for ,
Mrs. Henry W. Montgomery. Mrs.
Vinal and had always resided here. years. Arnold Bennett, who attained
Robert H. Libby and Miss Rebecca
She was a member of the Baptist great popularity but did not live so 1
Robertson, motored to Portland
Church and of General Knox Chap long, left about $150,000. H. G. Wells
Monday for the day.
confessed recently that he was com
ter. DAE.
Misses Lois O'Neil and Lillian
Surviving are two nieces. Mrs. paratively poor. Isaac Marcosson is
O'Neil, who have been visiting their
George S. Newcombe. Washington considered one of the richest Ameri
paternal grandmother, i in (North
D. C.. and Miss Elizabeth Washburn can writers. Although he has always
Whitefield for the past two weeks,
of this town; two nephews. Herbert been a big earner, he inherited the
returned home Monday their mother
Washburn, of Portland, and Elliot bulk of his fortune.
Mrs. 'James ONetl, Mrs. Albert
• • • •
Washburn, of Old Orchard; a bro
Robinson and Mrs. Ralph Keyes,
A
Portland
paper
carried a delight- ,
ther-in-law, William G. Washburn,
motoring over to get them.
ful article on Laura E. Richards of '
J of this town.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Copeland and
Funeral services will be held Surf- Gardiner, the first in a series of
sons, and Mr. and Mrs. Milton Megill
day at 2 o'clock frolh her late resi articles telling us about Maine writ
and daughter. Dorothy, all of
ers. Mrs. Richards was given pre
dence.
Carney's Point, N. J., are guests of
cedence as the dean of Maine writ- I
Mr. Copeland's parents, Mr. and
ers, as for 50 years she has been a
Church School Program
Mrs. Nathan Copeland, Wadsworth
An entertainment to be given by strong figure in American letters in
street, during a two weeks' vacation. the children of St. John's Church which she has contributed stories
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Berg of ] schooi which has been in preparation \ and verse, translated into many
Greenbay. Wis., arrived here Monday jor
weeks, is to bo held Thurs- j foreign languages. She Is now 86
and are at the home of Mr. Berg's day in the parish hall at 6.45.
years old, but still considers herself
mother, Mrs. Berg, for a month.
This program has been arranged: ! in school, awaiting promotion to the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Eaton, of Bos
Song, church school; recitations, j next grade.
ton. are guests of Mr. Eaton’s aunt, Mary Sheffield. Elaine Boutelle; vocal| Famed especially as a writer for
Miss Addie Lermond, at her home at duet. Phillips Franklin and Robert children, Mrs. Richards has recently
Oyster River.
Young; songs, Wilma Sheffield reci- seen her most famous book "Captain
Miss Jean Harriman, of West tations. Annie Sheffield and Bobby January" made into a motion picture
Hartford. Conn, is visiting her grand Watts; songs, Phillips Franklin; Rob- starring Shirley Temple. Because of
father, Frank H. Jordan, and aunt, ert Young. George Little. Ida Watts; her vivid imagination, wit
and
Miss Margaret Jordan Main street. recitations, Sayward Hall, Richard friendly wisdom this Maine author
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Oxton. of Hall; songs, Phillips Franklin; resita- has captured a vast adult following
Rutland. Mass., are visiting at Mrs. tions. Betty Sheffield, Billy Hender- by whom each of her successive
Oxton’s old home on Main street, for son; vocal duet. Phillips Franklin i pieces is eagerly read
two or three weeks.
and Robert Young; song, church I Distinguished parentage and all
Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus Jones, who school.
[ the fine traditions of New EnglafTd i
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
_______
__ ________
Following_ the
numbers, light re- family life have had expression in [
Wallace A. Parker, in Marblehead, freshments will be served Everyone Mrs. Richards. Her mother was
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth is invited to attend.
Julia Ward Howe, famous writer poet
Jones, in Woonsocket. (R. I., during
-----------------and musician, best known for her
the past three weeks, returned home
Burdell's Dress Shop July Clear- “Battle Hymn of the Republic." Her
Monday.
ance sale—Cotton and Linen dresses father was Samuel jGridley Howe,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence H. Dunn Misses sizes. Prices $1.95 to $4 95 founder of the Perkins Institute for
and daughter. Miss Eloise Dunn, Mrs. Burdell's Dress Shop—adv. 79-lt
the Blind. In her own life is ex
Walter B. Willey and Miss Harriet
emplified the successful blending of
Dunn, of this town, accompanied by
a literary career with a charming
WASHINGTON
Oram Lawry. Jr., of Rockland, spent
home life. With her husband, Henry
Monday on Orrs Island as guests of
The members of the Sunday school Richards, she celebrated her golden
friends.
with their teachers recently enjoyed wedding anniversary in 1921. She
Mr. and Mrs. William T Smith and a picnic at Pemaquid.
is the mother of five living sons and
son, William are enjoying a two
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Strong of daughters, the grandmother of 13
weeks' vacation at a private cottage Connecticut have opened their sum children, the great-grandmother of
connected with "Beechwood Inn", at mer home for the season.
three. Her home in Gardiner is the
Wickford. R. I.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Fradd and mecca for literati and lat admirers
Mr. and Mrs. Wesson Hawes and family have arrived in town for the
who throng to pay their respects to
younger son, Douglass, of Upper summer.
one who in talent and womanly
Montclair. N. J., arrived here Sun
Medomak Camp is starting the sea charm stands pre-eminent among
day, Mr. Hawes leaving for his home son with a large enrollment.
contemporary personages.
Wednesday and Mrs. Hawes and
Norma. Lois and Eleanor 3oynton
Mrs. Richards celebrated her 86th
Douglass remaining for the summer visited their aunt. Mrs. Hope Rhodes,
birthday on Feb. 27. She still con
with her mother. Mrs. Albert A. over the weekend.
tinues to produce verse and maga
Keene. Their other son, Donald, is
Mrs. Lola Chadwick is visiting at zine articles.
at a boy's camp at Harrison for the the home of her sister, Mrs. Odell
• • ♦ •
season.
Eowes, during her convalescence.
Have you read her autobiography
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Fales, of Port
Mrs. John Williams was a business "Looking Westward'', it is in our
land and Charles Tales of Wenham. caller in town recently.
Public Library. Don't miss it, it is
Mass., have returned to their homes
Mr and Mrs. Frank Cunningham of grand reading.
after visiting Mr. and Mrs. Herbert North Washington were business
C. Fales, for a few days.
visitors Monday at the village.
SOUTH BELFAST
Richard F. Starrett of Washing
Mrs. Charles Mitchell and family
Hazel Robinson has returned home
ton, D. C. is spending a few days are guests at the home of Mr. Mitch for the summer.
with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. ell's mother, Mrs. Mary Mitchell.
Grand View Grange will hold a
E. P. Starrett before going to MonFloyd Ludwig was called to town strawberry festival July 9.
hegan Lsland where he has employ by the recent illness of his father.
Mrs. Altena Gray has employment
ment for the summer.
Miss Bertha Stevens is engaged in with Mrs. Fred Herrick.
• • * •
opening Wetona Camp.
Harold Herrick is substituting on
Gorgeous Floral Display
(Rev. T. C. Chapman of Union called the mail route for Mr. Ladd during
the latter's vacation.
The Garden Club held its annual on his parishioners here recently.
F. L. Ludwig is Iback at his place of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Patterson and
flower show in the Congregational
children have moved to the home of
vestry Tuesday afternoon, and as al business.
Mi. and Mrs. W. F. Hatch and Edw. Patterson.
ways it was a successful event. The
Mr and Mrs. Fred Herrick are
outstanding feature was the gorge daughter called on Mr. and Mrs. Al
ous display of peonies. There were bert Skidmore of Liberty recently. spending a week at Bayside. Northport.
huge bouquets in graceful baskets Mrs. Skidmore is in ill health.

i

Legal Notices

FOR SALE

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Advertisements In this column not to
Whereas, Fred H. Wyllle of Warren in
txceed three lines Inserted once for 25
♦bp Cc *tv of K”ov anrl
of Milne,
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time
AT BEl .FAST, Me Two and half story
*»ls Mortgage Deed dated the first day
ua Dectmuet.
and recoroeu ui M.u,
10 cents for three times. Six words brick house for sale. 3 garages, 2- sheds
Registry of Deeds. Book 212.
make a line.
and tool house. HATTIE KIMBALL. 72 County
124. conveyed to the North Nation
Camden St.. City.
79*81 Page
al Bank, a National banking corpora
Wi
-.'■AS. 6Oc a peck with free lettuce tion having its location at Rockland In
and bunch beets will be ready for sale i •‘■aid County and State, a certain lot or
at City Farm on and after Monday. June parcel of land situated in said Warren,
29. Orders, for the Fourth must be in by with the buildings thereon, bounded and
Thursday night.
77-79 described as follows, to wit:—
BEGINNING at the easterly side of
33 ft. auxiliary sloop for sale, first Georges River at land formerly of L. S.
PINK dress lost between Pulton and
Robin«on;
thence north 40 degrees East
class
condition.
Tel.
321-R.
ROBERT
Llmerock streets. Rockland. MRS EARL
79-81 I by said Robinson land and land formerly
SAYWARD Tel. 585
. 77’79 BURNS. City.
- ---------------------------------------------------------- of J Rollins one hundred and thirteen
SECOND-hand furniture for sale • rods to stake and stones: thence North
Dining table. buffet. Singer-sewing ' 34 degrees East by land formerly of
machine stand, also lawn mower and | said Robinson and. land formerly of
silent salesman show case, price very Charles H Jones and crossing the high
>
reasonable MRS. JASPER RAWLEY 120 way two hundred and eleven and oneLlmerock. St.. City
79* tf. half rods to ftake and stones; thence
♦
East 34 degrees South by land former
if****-^*e--e****»«»**e-«»***e*w
PURE HONEY for sale. Nature’s finest ly of said Robinson ten rods to stake and
RELIABLE party wanted to do house sweet, by Parcel Post. 3 pounds 75c. 6 stones; thence North 34 degrees East by
work, general cooking, and care of pounds $1.45. O. A. TARR. Star Route. land formerly of heirs of James Dunbar
children. Apply CHAMBER of COM Rockland
78*86 forty-eight rods to stake and stones at
MERCE. Tel. 860
78*80
STORE celling electric fan for sale. land formerly of John Andrew’s; thence
ONE or two complete gasoline tanks JACK GRFEN.
79-81 West 34 degrees N by said Andrews
land and land formerly of J Newcomb
and pumps wanted. LESTER HALE.
Dark Harbor. Tel. 34
79*81
ALL household furnishings for sale. fifty rods to stake and stones at the
"O J Starrett’’ land; thence south 24
359
Broadway.
MRS
NELLIE
SMITH.
YOUNG married man wishes position
78-80 degrees West by said Starrett land and
on small farm with rent and wood; ref
land formerly of W. Lindsey crossing
erences. Write P. Box 215, Thomaston.
PIGS for sale. $5 25 delivered. Rock- the highway and by land formerly of the
Maine.
79*81 land or Thomaston. Innoculated. Slab I heirs of J. C. Dunbar three hundred and
USED Lln-o-scribe show card machine wood. $5 cord delivered. ROBERT L , Plxtv-nlne rods to Oeorges River; thence
wanted using metal type. McKUSICK. ESANCY. Liberty, Maine, Tel. 12-23 . southerly by said river to place of be78*80 ginning
CONTAINING
seventy-five
360 Main St.
79*81 Washington.
acres, more or less, together with the
GIRL wanted for general housework
ONE-horse mowing machine, in good right-of-way described in the Last Will
j 6 Talbot Ave.. Tel 1285
78-80 condition, for sale. ARTHUR PEABODY. and Testament of the late Daniel Dun
78-80 bar given to Jess® O Dunbar over and
MEN wanted to train for positions In Tel. 6-42. Warren.
across the land therein devised to Phebe
the Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
CHEVROLET School Bus, 32 pas wife of Peter Fuller; RESERVING AND
, field
Write REFRIGERATION care of sengers.
like
new
SHASTANY
T.
CARON
EXCEPTING FROM THE ABOVE de
, Courier-Gazette
77*79 334 Union ave.. Laconia. N H.
78*83 scribed premises a small piece of land
| GIRLS wanted to work in Samoset
from the northerly corner on the West
LOT.
100x100.
with
concrete
founda

' Hotel Laundry, experience preferred. tion. all ready to build on. 25x27 Call side of the highway, belonging now or
| Opportunity to go South for those who J. W. KIRK. Owls Head. Tel. 722-12
formerly to heirs of James C. Dunbar
I qualify. Apply at HOTEL
78-80
77*88 and defined by the wall forming the
Southern boundary of said lot whereon
POSITION as waitress or personal
PAIR
of
good
work
horses
for
sale stands the James C. Dunbar Wheel
maid, preferably for summer service,
wanted by responsible willing and H D CRIE. Thomaston. Tel 83. 77-79 wright shop
capable young woman
Best of refer
PEAS. 75c a peck, and bunch beets
Also another lot of land in said Warences. Write "J. A.” Care The Courier- will be ready for sale at City Farm on ren adjoining the above described land,
as ezuiMv*
follows, ♦«.
to
Gazette.
77*79 and after Monday, June 29 Positively no bounded and described -77-79 wit:—
POSITION as housekeeper wanted. sales Sunday. June 28.
BEGINNING
at
the
South
Westerly
Box 275. Thomaston.
78*80
BROILERS, dressed and delivered for corner of land formerly of the heirs of
77-79 James C. Dunbar; thence south 34 deROOMERS wanted, with or without sale. 32c lb Tel. 904-J
board. In private family, 184 South Main
YOUNG heavy milking Holstein cow Brees West by the above described land
St.. Tel 526-M
73-80 for sale. Due to freshen soon HENRY about ninety rods to Georges River,
thence by said River Northerly to a
I wish to hire 1^ July or possibly buy AHO, So. Union. Me.. Tel. Union. 2-3
77*79, piece of salt marsh land formerly
small cabin sailing boat for two. Reply
owned by John White; thence North
Boat, care Courier-Gazette.
74*79 'pppqw in„H At

*•*♦♦**..*..*.*»
LOST AND FOUND »

The Perfect Tea for
^4*

.

ICED TEA
CELEBRATING

INDEPENDENCE

BY INDEPENDENT GROCERS
Tke independent Clover Form grocer, ol tke nation,
united lor saving, in all form, ol food merchandising,
buy, skip and sell by the most economical metkods
wkick modern business kas made possible. They offer
YOU tke advantages and savings ol individual
ownership with united action.

This Sale June 29 to July 4. inc.

3»e oz.

Deviled Meat,
Deviled Meat,

cans

c
s-

Corned Beef,
Vienna Sausage,
Salad Dressing,
Peanut Butter,

k

§
s.

Olives
Stuffed
'-'lives, Glendale

Lamb Fores,
Assorted

HOLIDAY
ZA-REX
FRUIT
SYRUP
Pint
19c

lb 18c Sunlust—220 size
Oranges,

5

doz 35c

WANTED

Fancy Native

Cold Meats,

lb 21c Green Beans,

2 qts 15c

^SCioverFarm Stores <M EATS';
PINE TREE DIVISION

Gentlemen

YOUR SPORTS SHOES
/or Summer

$3.50 - $5.00
M'LAIN SHOE STORE
A Good Place To Buy Good Footwear

ROCKLAND, ME.

For The Glorious Fourth
Don’t spend all your money for firecrackers
and torpedoes
Fancy Native Fowl.............................................. lb
Fancy Native Broilers.......................................... lb
Pencbscot River Salmon..................................... lb
Genuine Spring Lambs

-30
.35
.42

These arc very fancy lambs

Native Strawberries
Native Peas
Beet Greens,
Lettuce,
String Beans,
Spinach,
Ripe Tomatoes
Cucumbers,
New and Old Potatoes
Native Cauliflower
Bermuda Onions, white and yellow
R?.xtei’s Pod Run Peas ............................ 3 cans .50
.25
Maine String Beans........ ..........................2 cans
Cut Refugee Beans......... ..... can .15; 3 cans .40
Whole Refugee Beans .... .... can .18; 3 cans .50
Sweet Potatoes, Watermelons, Honey Dew Melons,
Cantaloupes, Bunch Beets and Carrots
Bananas, Pineapples, Oranges and Lemons
A large assortment of Olives, Pickles, Jams, Jellies
Cliquot Ginger Ale, Pale and Golden
Quarts, contents............................................. 2 for .29
Pints, contents............................................... 3 for .29

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

SMALL 4-room cottage for sale, water
and lights at Ingraham Hill. 6 R
CUSHINO. 12 Knox St.. Thomaston
74*82
COTTAGES to let. by week or month.
W H BRAGG. Pleasant Beach. South
Thomaston.
79*81
ATTRACTIVE 3-room cottage for sale,
near Rockport village.
acre land
Tel. 1214-M. Rockland or call at 138
Camden St.
78-80
DESIRABLE, cozy cottage at Spruce
Head to let. well furnished, near salt
water, plenty of land for garden. Fire
wood for the cutting. Short distance
from Rockledge Inn. Call Rockland
853-13. or Inquire R B. SPEAR. Spruce
Head
60-tf

AT THE SAMOSET

Custom has changed in recent years,
toward appropriate, comfortable
clothes for sports and warm-weather
occasions. Shoes naturally fellow the
same trend — toward authentic fash
ions which are neted at the world's
famous playgrounds and rcpioducec
stitch-for-stitch from tho original cus
tom-made models by the house of
Crosby Square. While, brown ruffit.
and browr.-oud-white combinations

432 MAIN STREET,

’ Summer Cottages J

TEL. 17

(By Pauline Ricker)
Rockland Breakwater, June 30 —
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Oakes of Nassau
are entertaining Dr. and Mrs. G.
M. Cameron of Kirkland Lake,
Ontario, and Mrs. O. Nelson
Tevander. of Chicago and Palm
Beach.
Mrs. Stanley L. Buck, of Philadel
phia, arrived this morning for the
1 season. Other arrivals include Wil' liam S. Kies. Dr. William Gibb and
' Edward T. Mesnier all of New York;
' also Mr. and Mrs. George E. Loder.
Miss Nancy Loder and Master George
Loder of Montclair, N. J.
The first bingo party of the season
j was played Tuesday evening at the
! Samoset. Among the winners were
Mrs. A. S. Carman, of New York City,
Robert Collins, of Philadelphia, D%
G. M. Cameron, of Kirkland Lake,
i Ontario, Mrs. O. N. Tevander. of
Chicago. Mrs. Harry Oakes, of Nas
sau, Mrs. Estelle Ficks, of Cincinj nati, Mrs. C. W Osterhaut of PasadI ana. Calif.. E. B. Fifield, of Crown
Point, Ind.. H. H. Lee, president of
the Pennroad Corporation and Mrs.
j Lee arrived Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. McKinnon of
Winchester. Mass., arrived Tuesday
for an extended visit: also Mr. and
j Mrs. H. C. Laidlaw of Utica, N. IY.

Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Dingley. of New
York City are stopping tonight at
the Samoset.
Mrs. R. M. Leach, Mrs. Stafford
I Congdon, Mr. Howard L. White, Mr.
Harry P. Thomas. Miss Lucy Thomas
and Miss Bertha Dary attended the
) circus last evening (June 30.)
Mr. H. O. Prince of Portland Maine
is registered at The Samoset. (July 1)

EAGLE
Richard Howard and Clarence How
ard were here for a day's visit re
cently.
Mrs. Walter Scott and daughter
Rosamond are spending a few days
with Mrs. Earl S. Brown.
George Sylvester, Mrs. Lewis Syl
vester. Miss Ruby Sylvester, Mrs.
j George M Dodge and Martin SnowI den weTe recent visitors on the island.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifio.'d Quint* have
returned home after a few days
passed with her sen James O. Quinn.
Mr. and Mrs. Norn.a:: Z. Wood and
] daughter Elizabeth and son Norman
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbert C. Gove.
Norman Leighton, Portland, visited
at the lighthouse over the weekend.
Miss Marion Howaid passed week
end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Howard.
Bonney Quinn has been visiting
his mother recently.
Erland L. Quinn lately spent a few
'days in Camden.
Miss Adria Bracey was a Camden
visitor recently.

of Marcus Starrett to said land of the
M BURGESS. Union, Tel. 6-4.
77*79 heirs of James C. Dunbar; thence South
PLANTS for sale: cabbage, red cab erly by said heirs land to the place of
bage. cauliflower, peppers, sage. beet, beginning
Containing eight acres,
turnip, tomato, lettuce, etc. Summer more or less.
RESERVING nevertheless, from the
flowering plants. Vlgoro, sheep manure,
bone meal, sifted dirt for plants, and above described premises, so much of
flower beds. 75c bushel at the house. 1 the same as may have been heretofore
EDWIN A DEAN, Rockland. Tel 071-J. ! conveyed to the Rockland. Thomaston
_________________________________ 77*791 & Camden 8treet Railway for railroad
H^dANis^nri
’ovi Ori?
P Meaning and Intending to convey
853 13 or InoulrehRPB SPEAR^nru™ Iwlth the
ot the reservation to
Head Island
' P«" the ■‘'OTesald Railway) all and the
76-tf same premises which were conveyed by
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood. A. A Dunbar to Fred H Wyllle and
under cover, also lumber T. J.
CAR- Lura E. Batchelder, by deed dated Jan.
ROLL. Tel. 263-21. Rockland
76-tf L 1890 and_ recorded In the Knox
TIHRTY foot cabin Cruiser for sale ST.h’Vhe excmtlin <3?°? «m«nPi?ee.1 n°;
fully equipped, call FLYS OARAGE
^ei of
<Sn"eyrt Ty
i wyllle and Batchelder on January 1,
36x10 Cabin fishing boat for sale. 35; 1890. to Charles H. Janes, which piece
H P. Kermath Eng., good condition, or parcel Is also excepted and reserved
also makerel seine 150 fathom long. 12 herefrom Being the same conveyed to
fathom deep, good condition. CARLOS this Orantor by Lura E. Batchelder by
DAVIS. Port Clyde. Tel. 3-4
74*70 her warranty deed dated August 2. 1916.
and recorded In Knox County Registry
USED stoves of all kinds bought and Book
176. Page 94
fdd. C E GROTTON, 138 Camden St.
And whereas, said Mortgage was as
Tel. 1214-M.
79-tf
signed by the said North National Bank
MOTOR boat for sale 25 ft. by 6-6 ft to the Rockland National Bank, a
mahogany open launch, windshield. National hanking corporation located at
Gray 6-40 engine In good condition. said Rockland, by written assignment
Asking price $450." FRANK D. WINCH- dated July 18. 1931. and recorded In
ENBAUGH, Friendship. Me
68-tf Knox County Registry of Deeds. Book
173. Page 500; and whereas, the condi
tion of said Mortgage has been broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof, I. Edward C.
Payson. In my capacity as Receiver of
the said Rockland National Bank, and
hereto duly authorized, hereby claim a
foreclosure of said Mortgage
Dated at Rockland, Maine. this
TWO nicely furnished modern rooms
to let Gentlemen preferred. 28 Masonic twenty-third day of June. 1936
EDWARD C PAYSON.
street.
77-79
Receiver of The Rockland National
SIX-room furnished apartment with Bank
bath to let for summer months. Applv
78-Th-82
23 Water St., City.
77*79
FORECLOSURE
TENEMENT to let on Fulton streetWhereas Mike Roman of Rockland In
Flush toilet and shed. L. A THURSTON.
Tel. 1159. Rockland
79-81 the County of Knox and State of Maine,
by his mortgage deed dated March 28.
FOUR-room tenemc.it. upstairs, elec 1934. and recorded in Knox County
tric lights, flush closet LAWRENCE Registry of Deeds. Book 239. Page 95,
MILLER, 26 Rankin St.. Tel. 692-M.
conveyed to Home Owners' Loan Cor79-tf poratfon. a corporation duly established
FURNISHED second floor apartment under the laws of the United States of
to let at 14 Masonic street.
79*«1 i Amflca. and having Its office and
————----------------- —-------------------------- principal place of business In WashlngTHREE-room furnished apartment to ton D C
let over A&P Lafayette Square. $4 week,
the following described real estate,
also 3 room and bath unfurnished $3 50 i situated In Rockland. In the County
week MIKE ARMATA._____________73-tf I of Knox, and State of Maine:
A certain lot or parcel of land to
THIRTY-EIGHT loot cabin Cruiser for
gether with the buildings thereon,
j hire at anytime for sailing or fishing,
situated at Pleasant Gardens, socall FLYES OARAOE
73-tI
called. bounded and described as
FOR
summer months,
furnished
follows, to wit:— Being lots num
apartment to let; 6 rooms and bath
bered thirty-eight (38) and the half
Inquire 23 Water St.
72-tf
of number thirty-nine (39i adjoin
ing number thirty-eight (38). con
THREE or four furnished rooms to let.
taining six thousand one hundred
gas. furnace, bath, garage, rent reason
and seventeen (6117) square feet,
able. 136 Talbot Ave
72-tf
more or less, as shown on plan of
TWO rooms small pantry, bath and
E N. Sheffield. Civil Engineer, dated
shed.
furnished. $4
week.
vacant
May, 1921 and recorded In Knox
June 14 DELIA YORK, 111 Pleasant St
Countv Registry of Deeds. Book 3.
City, Tel. 904-J
70-tf
Page 48.
The above described premises were
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
sold to Mike Roman by Michael F
modern Apply at CAMDEN & ROCKBrooks, (formerly known as Mtkko
L.'JTD -.YATER CO. Tel 634
68-tf
OJala) by his warranty deed dated
TWO furnished rooms with bath to
April 15, 1928. and recorded In Knox
let FOSS HOUSE, Tel 330
79-tf
County Registry of Deeds. Book 215.
Page 532. and being the same premi
TO be vacant June 15. house, all
ses sold to the said Michael F.
modern, including oil burner; with
Brooks, by the A, H. Chapman Land
garage, large corner lot. Cor Broadway
Company by its warranty deed dated
and Llmerock St.. $35 month. V F
February 27. 1924 and recorded In
STUDLEY, 283 Main 8t. Tel. 1154 or330
said Knox County Registry of Deeds
________
79-tf
Book 198. Page 447. to which deeds
SMALL apartment now available
reference Is made for the purpose of
MRS. A. H. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave. Tel
obtaining
a more definite descrip
576.______________
72-tf
tion
of
the
premises
herein
described
APARTMENT to let modern In every
And whereas, the conditions of said
way, fine location. PHIL SULIDES Tel
276-M. city.
79-tf mortgage have been broken; now, there
fore. by reason of the breach of the
APARTMENT to let completely re conditions
thereof the said Home
decorated with bath, heater, garage and Owners' Loan
Corporation, owner of
garden space. 12 Knox St., Tel. 156-w.
said mortgage, by Edgar F Corliss. Its
79-tf duly authorized, hereby claims
attorney
HOUSE to let. modern, centrally lo a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twenty-third day of June
cated: also 3-room furnished apartment,
heated; 4-room apartment on Camden 1936
street. MRS. FROST, Tel 318-W. 79-tf HOME OWNERS' LOAN CORPORATION
by Edgar F Corliss.
TWO apartments to let at corner oi
Its Attorney.
Union and Grove St«. Mrs. LEOLA
76-Th-82
ROSE. 100 Union St
79-tf

«•***.**..*.*.*»
TO LET
j

t

MISCELLANEOUS

i !

REAL ESTATE

*
«

STOCK and Poultry Farm for sale,
DR. MARY REUTER, osteopathic phyficlan. 158 Talbot avenue, Rockland chance for 6.000; blueberries. On black
road. 4’'2 miles from Rockland. GEORGE
Taxi from Main street upon request.
L SIDES,
79-tf Rockville.______________ 78*80
LADIES—Rell a Die nair gooda at Rock
OLIVER LIBBY'S home-made Ice
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders cream for sale; also butter, eggs, milk,
sollcltea. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-T.
eream, buttermilk, cottage cheese, ber
79-tf ries. Highway one. Warren. Maine.
NOTICE TO MARINERS -The name of ______________________________ 79-81
the Gas. Screw ”NEREID” official num
NINE-room modern house for sale,
ber 232253. has been changed by per central
especially suitable for
mission of the Director of Navigation rooming location,
boarding house, or would
and Steamboat Inspection to “SPEND exchange or
for
other
property. Box 513.
THRIFT.”
Talbot Aldrich
(owner) Rockland
79-tf
Elmore. Maine.
76-79
BUILDINGS and House lot for sale,
SUITS remodeled, repairing, pressing
and suits made to measure. NEW YORK also horse rako and hay fork, In good
TAYLOR, corner Main and Summer condition JOHN DAVIS, Warren, Maine.
Sts.
77-tf __________________________________ 79*81
CAMBRIDGE TAILORING CO . CUBMODERN seven room house and
tom made suits, overcoats $18 to $50 garage. Lot 63x80 feet. Excellent loca
Will call at your home or office. 400 tion. at 19 Franklin street. Tel. 186-R
samples to select from. A perfect Il» for Information.
47*tf
guaranteed. Tel 435-J. H. P. FOWLIE
PILLSBURY place. Ingraham Hill,
2 Orange St.. Rockland.
79-tf ideal
summer home. 2\'2 story house, 2
LAWN mowers sharpened—called for baths, heat, elec., 2 garages. 1V2 acres
?.n.<$.^.e,lvered Prompt service. CRIE land. Apply on premises or phone 709-R.
HARDWARE CO. Tel 791 Rockland.
77-79
AT 79-tI
Public Landing, for sale or
about acre of wharfage and spa<
Two men were having an argu Including former Curtiss Wright
ing and railway. I. L. SNOW CO.. 2

ment About thetr physical powers.
“Why,” said one, "every morning
before breakfast I get a bucket and'
pull up ten gallons of water from the
well."
“That’s nothing," retorted the
other. “I get a boat every morning
and pull up ttte river."—Exchange.

SPECIAL for sale: West End market,
front of prison store, has been running
for almost 50 years, fine place for gas
station and grocery store, at $15 per
month; gas profit 5c a gal., now. $400
Investment will give a life time Job
with good profit. Also for sale, 70
farms. 50 city and village homes. 23
cottages, many stores; land by lot or
acre: cash or small payment down. V. F.
STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330.
79-tf
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Misses Ann Fountain, Virginia.
Egan, Elise Bills, Florence Philbrook,
and Emily MacDonald spent an en
joyable weekend at the cottage of
Mrs. McKusick at Cooper's Beach.

Constance Knickerbocker of Wa
terville who has been visiting the
Recent guests at the home of Mr. Wilbur Senters, Broadway, is a guest
and Mrs. George Huntley were Mrs. this week of Miss Virginia Leach.
Hattie Thomas and daughter, Mrs.
Frank Stewart of Cincinnati is
Armstrong, and Mr. and Mrs. Ray
visiting
his former home in this city.
mond Morse and daughter Arline, all
of Waltham, Mass.
Harry Wallace, daughter Delores
Sewing occupied the attention of and son Harry Jr. of Ecorse, Mich.,
the Thimble Club, which met Monday are visiting the children's grandpar
night with Mrs. Grover Knight, ents, Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Pendexter
Mr. and Mrs. George McLaughlin Broadway.
Park street.
and son Billie of Pittsfield, Mass., are
A reunion on its 25th anniversary
guests of Miss Louise McIntosh, Mrs
FOURTH OF JULY ISSUE
is planned by the Class of 1911, Rock
McLaughlin (Anna Lissok) is a for
land High School. Tentative plans
mer resident of this city.
Because this National anni call for the affair to be held Aug. 4
versary falls on Saturday, and
at Crescent Beach Inn. Wives and
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Smith and
will be observed that day, The
husbands of members and non-gradu
daughter Jessie of Auburn, were the
Courier-Gazette will be published
ating members are of course invited.
house guests of Rev. and Mrs. J.
Friday afternoon. Advertisers,
The reunion will be very informal.
Charles MacDonald on Sunday.
correspondents and all other con
All those who hope to go are asked to
tributors are asked to kindly
communicate with Helen Cooper Lord,
T.H.E. Club was entertained Mon
bear this in mind.
telephone 135-W.
day evening by Mrs. Grace Veazic at
her home, Shaw" avenue.
Among the season's arrivals are M''
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rogers have
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Philbrick and and Mrs. Frank H. Bickford and returned after a few/ days’ visit with
daughters Madeline and Norma have lamily of Great Neck, N. Y„ who relatives in Lynn and Boston.
returned from a motor trip through have opened for the season their
Mrs. Lizzie F. Peaslee, Edward
the White Mountains and to Mon beautiful summer place. Beechmere,
treal. where they were guests at Mrs. on the Camden coast. Mr. Bickford Peasley, Jr., and Emmy Lou Peaslee
Phllbrick's former home. In pass is one of the family of brothers whose are spending several weeks at the
ing through Raymond they visited famous cafeterias bearing the name Peaslee cottage, West Southport.
"The-House-That-Jack-Built" where are found in the chief cities of the
Mr. and Mrs. John Pomeroy and
Norma purchased a tiny box, which country.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Trecartin were
(upon microscopic inspection) reveals
dinner guests Tuesday night of Dr
two Mexican fleas, dressed as bride
Mrs. Herbert K. Washburn of Port
and groom. Needless to say this is land was a visitor at The Courier- and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee.
treasured possession They noticed Gazette office Tuesday.
The Masonic assembly which is to
particularly, Mt. Washington, white
be held tonight at Crescent Beach
with snow, and in some sections snow
Miss Madelyn Rawley of Boston
is reported, 14 feet deep on the will arrive Friday to spend the pavilion will be preceded by a pic
nic supper at the George St. Clair
mountains.
Fourth with her parents, Mr. and
cottage.
Mrs, Jasper E. Rawley, Limerock
Mrs. Grover Knight was hostess to street.
Mrs. Orrin Smith entertained
Thimble Club Monday nigh, at her
Hatetoquitit Club Tuesday night
A social note in the Boston Herald Bridge honors went
Carl
home on Broadway.
.
reads: "Mr. and Mrs Lloyd B. Fen- Freeman and Mrs Mabel Thorndike.
Dr and Mrs. Edward Peaslee and derson of Longwood avenue. Brook_____
son Edward Jr. who have been at line, and "Bay View," Saco. Me., anMiss Susie sleeper has gone to
tending the Kiwanis International nounced yesterday the engagement of Gorham where she will attend sum
Convention at Washington, D. C. and their daughter. Miss Anne Fenderson, mer school.
the Maine Dental Society Convention to John H. Milliken, Jr., of West
held at the Eastland Hotel in Port brook, Me., son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Mrs. Nathan T. Farwell and Mr.
land have returned home, Dr. Peaslee Herman Milliken of Saco. Miss Fen and Mrs. Ensign Otis, are occupying
having been elected a member of the derson attended Rogers Hall in Lowell their Cooper's Beach cottage for the
executive board of the M.D.A. En and Miss Pierce's School in Boston. summer.
route they spent a day in New York Mr. Milliken' studied at Thornton
and visited relatives in Philadelphia. Academy at Saco, and Bowdoin Col
Monday evening a lawn party was
Dr. and Mrs. F. 8. Walker of Presque lege.” Miss Fenderson, the bride to enjoyed at the home of Rev. and
Isle, who also attended the Portland be is the daughter of Bernice Cope Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald in honor
convention were over-night guests of land, formerly of Rockland.
of the Misses Ann Fountain and
'he Peaslees Monday.
Elise Bills of Moorestown and Leon
Lawn games were
Frank Pietroski arrives irom Bos ardo. Penn.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur M. Rawley
played and then the guests adjourned
ton
Saturday
to
spend
the
weekend
and daughters Bernice and Marlene
to the house where refreshments
are guests of relatives in this city with his parents.
were served. The evening closed with
and Tenant's Harbor for the holi
Mrs. R. T. Parker and Miss Rachel a hymn sing and a fellowship period.
day.
Parker of Rumford are guests for a Those present were Elsie Johnson,
and Mrs. C. H. Moor. Virginia Egan, Florence Philbrook,
Mrs. A. E. Searle who has been the few days of Mr._____
Thelma
Whitehouse,
Jacqueline
guest of her brother, B. F. Frye, has
Folks hereabouts are giad to learn!Blethen Ann Fountain. Elise Bills,
returned to New York. Mrs. Searle that Mrs. Nora Wilde and Mrs. Dora | Emlly MacDonald, Richard Snow,
was called from her home in Ansonia Crockett of Winter Park. Fla., have | charles Ellls- Alfred Young, Ansel
Iowa by the illness and death of her already started on their biennial | Youn^ John Blethen, Millard Hart,
son Thaddeus Searle, who was gen visit to Rockland, their former Maurice McKusick, and Carlton
eral sales manager of the Continen
home, stopping enroute in Washing Gregory.
tal Can Co. and vice president of the
ton, Boston, Portland, but pleasurably
Own atorand new washer, $1 down,
Worthington Pump Co. in New York.
anticipating reaching here in time to $1 per week. McLoon Sales & Serv
enjoy Educational Club picnics and ice, Rockland.
78-79
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Whitney go
to cast September ballots.
this week to Friendship where they
will remain for the summer at their
An enjoyable house party at
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
cottage.
Treasure Point Farm last week in
cluded this group: Miss Annette
Mrs. Albert B. Chase of Brooklyn
Mink, Miss Jane MacIntyre and Miss
will arrive Thursday to be the guest
Sally Edge of Pennsylvania, Miss i
of her daughter Mrs. William W.
Betty Moody of Lexington (Mass.,
Spear, Beech street.
Miss Eleanor Vories of Bath, and the j
Misses Elzada North, Luelia, Connie
SUMMER VISITORS
and Elizabeth Snow of this city.
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It’s SANDAL TIME

at BLACKI NOTON’S
When Old Sol turns on the heat and summer
breezes blow, it’s Sandal Time at Blackington’s.
Cool, smart sandals in open toe, closed toe
and many other styles. All the popular summer
leathers and fabrics. The most outstanding
“Sandal Time" values we’ve ever had.

For Friday only! Six dozen pairs of Open
Toe Sandals, formerly priced at $2.50 and $2.95
will be sold for $2.19. Also one lot of Beach
Sandals to be sold for $1.00 while they last.
Four dozen pairs of $1.98 Sport Shoes at $1.59,
plain brown or white, sizes l/i to 8'/2. This
is an unusual value and an excellent oppor
tunity to get that all around shoe for hard use.
Stop in and try on a pair.

Open Friday Evening

BLACKINGTON’S
310 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

An event of interest to local friends
took place June 23 at New Rochelle.
N Y„ when Miss Margaret Eloise
Denton of Caribou, became the bride
ci Elwood Newell Eaton of Deer Isle
and Larchmont. N. Y.
The double-ring ceremony was per
formed by Rev. Francis J. F. Coffin,
at St. Paul's Episcopal Church. New
Rochelle. The young couple were
unattended, only the bride's immedi
ate family being present at the cere
mony. The bride wore a traveling
; suit of pebble crepe in cream beige,
! with hat, shoes and accessories of
aqua. Her corsage was gardenias
and lilies of the valley. Following
j the ceremony a bridal dinner was
served at Loyal Inn, Larchmont.
Mrs. Eaton is the elder daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ludlow A. Denton cf
1 Caribou. She graduated from Cari[ bou High School in 1929 and from
' the University of Maine in 1933 with
i a B. A. degree.^ While at the Univer: sity she was a member of Alpha
Chapter of Pi Beta Phi Sorority,
I Solidatas Latina. Maine Campus
Board, Neai Mathetai and Maine
' Outing Club. For the past three
j years she has been teaching at Mc
Kinley High school. Deer Isle.
Mr. Eaton is the son of Mr. and
, Mrs. Kimball C. Eaton of Deer Isle,
I and is a graduate of Stonington
High School in the class of 1929. He
is now at Larchmont, N. Y. on the
private yacht of W. D. Loucks.
Mr. and Mrs. Eaton will make thtir
home for the summer at Revonan
Court, Larchmont avenue, Larch
mont, N. Y.

One of the most pleasant outings
of the season was held Tuesday by
members of the Itooevik Club when
they were entertained by Mrs. Rob
ert Kochs and Mrs. Edward Benner
at Mrs. Koch's summer home at Bear
Hill, Rockport. The large attend
ance of numbers was augmented by
special guests including Mrs. Dorothy
Andrews of Rumford, Miss Katherine
Veazie, Mrs. Mildred Ward and Wal
ter Butler. The building formerly
known as the barn has been trans
formed into a ship's cabin, called the
“Pilot House'^and is completely fur
nished with all cabin accessories, in
cluding port holes, andirons and
door-knockers fashioned from an
chors, several beautiful ship models,
etc. Picnic lunch was followed
by a hike to the summit, the guests
remaining there for some time to en
joy the panorama of ocean, rivers,
lakes and mountains. The members
were profuse in their expressions of
appreciation for the generous hos
pitality extended by Mrs. Kochs and
Mrs. Benner.

Miss Mabel Spring, teacher of,
English at the Fall River, Mass.,
High School has arrived to spend the
summer with Miss Alice Erskine
Beech street.

Many old friends will regret the
death of Edwin Parker Sullivan, 72
for more than 40 years a Bangor
resident, much of that time as a fur
niture salesman long with the firm
of Chandler & Co., on Hammond
street. During his residence here he
was a constant member and active in
the affairs of the Columbia Street
Baptist Church; one of the original
members of the Danforth class, and
a former president.
He was born in Winterport, and
spent his boyhood there and in
Rockland, where he attended High
School.
Mr. Sullivan came to Bangor in
1890 and maintained his residence in
this city until two years ago. when
his wife and daughter, Gertrude,
died. Since that time he had lived
ir. the home of his nephew. Fred
Sullivan Adams at Jay where he
was cared for during a long illness
and where his death occurred.
Mr. Sullivan's daughter. Mrs. Ruth
B. Stevenson of Newark. N J., and
his nephew's family are the only im
mediate surviving relatives.
The funeral will be this afternoon
at in Columbia Street Baptist
Church.—Bangor Daily News.

Miss Annie Frost of West Lynn.
HOPE
Mass, on her annual summer visit
Church services for the season at
to this city, is staying at the home
of Mrs. Alice Rodney, 60 Masonic the Union Church. Hope Corner, will
j begin Sunday at 10.30 daylight. Rev.
street.
C. Guy Robbins of Lawrence, Masswill toe the speaker.
Mrs. E. F. Glover and Mrs. E. E
Mrs. Kenneth Hayden and daugh
Stoddard entertained a party of 25
ter Faralyn of Massachusetts are
Tuesday afternoon at the Glover
guests of her uncle Howard Coose.
Farm, for the benefit of the improve
Mrs. Hayden was formerly Miss Fara
ment fund of the Universalist
lyn Newcombe.
Church.
Miss Katherine True is at home
_____
! for a short time before going to camp
Robert, son of Mr. and Mrs I) as a counsellor for the summer.
Charles McIntosh, had several young j Miss Hope Lincoln of Waltham,
friends help him celebrate his seventh
Mass., is guest at the Bills home.
birthday. The peanut hunt was won I
Several members of Hope Grange
by Harland Boardman, while Nath
attended the meeting of Tranquility
alie Post received the prize for pin
Grange Monday night and reported
ning the donkey’s tail. After tke
a fine time.
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
games, the kiddies found their places
Mrs. Estelle Davison and son Arthur
around a table gaily set for the occa
Rev. John E. Llllbach and Mr. and
of (New York are at Nathan Barrett’s
sion. with yellow flowers and peonies
Mrs. E. Koljonen of Jay will be pres
for the summer.
as the centerpiece. Ice cream, dainty
ent tonight at the fair in the Finnish
cookies and a prettily decorated
Enroll now for summer instruction1 Congregatnonal Church. A picnic
birthday cake were served. Other in all types of dancing. Elise Allen wil*
held next Sunday on the
guests were: Sabra Perry. Nancy Corner School of the Dance, Rock-! church grounds at 12 standard. The
Hamlin. Patsy Ann Wickens. Anne land, Maine. Tel. 670.
75-tf J service will begin at 1 o'clock.
Ludwig, Derrill Wickens, Richard
Ludwig, Sherwin r'orbus, Brian
Grant, Donald Spear and Richard
McIntosh. Robert received a nice
gift from each guest. The mothers
were special visitors. Mrs. McIntosh
was assisted in serving by Mrs. Post.

Alice C., widow of Willard Sher
man, died at the home of her daugh
ter, Mrs. Inez Ames, Wednesday,
aged 79. Funeral at the home Fri
day at 4 p. m. Surviving are two
daughters. Mrs. Ames. Mrs. Gertrude
Waterman of Camden; one son, Al
bert Sherman of Appleton.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Tabor of'
Mattapan. Mass., are guests of their
daughter, Mrs. A. W. Foss, for the
summer months.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon of St. Peters
Episcopal Church was tendered a re
ception Monday night by members of
the parish, marking his tenth succesfull year as pastor of the Rockland
church. Evensong was held in the
church, the reception taking place in
the Undercroft which was beauti
ful in its decorations of cut flowers,
combined with many garden varieties
tastefully arranged by Mrs. Eva
Wisner, who was also general chair
man of the reception. At the punch
table lighted by candelabra, Mrs.
George Avery and Mrs. Roy Estes
presided. Assisting in serving were
Miss Feme Browne, Miss Louise Mc
Intosh, Mrs. J. N. Southard, Mrs.
Laurence Barbour. Mrs. Frank Hard
ing, Mrs. George Davis, Mrs. Walter
Ladd and Mrs. Josephine Perry.
Several dioceses of the state were
represented, among the out of town
clergymen being. Father Harter of
Falmouth Foreside. Father Akeley of
Gardiner, Father Berger of Camden
and Father Franklin of Thomaston
as well as clergymen from the local
churches and members of the civic
government. Father Kenyon was
presented a purse of money from the
Rockland and Camden parishioners.

Burdell’s Dress Shop July Clear
The French Robbin at South Hope ance sale—Cotton and Linen dresses,
serves sandwiches.
Specialty of Misses sizes. Prices $1.95 to $4.95.
Burdell’s Dress Shop.—adv. 79-lt
lobster and chicken.—adv.
It

346 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

MORE THAN TEN ,M|.lLION AMERICWft'WEAR ENDICOTT-JOHNSON SHOES

SPECIAL 50 CENT DINNER FOR THE 4TH
SALMON AND GREEN PEAS, 50c

OTHER DINNERS AT 35c, 50c, 75c, $1.00
* * * *

BEACH FARM INN

EDWIN 1’. SULLIVAN

APPLETON
Occasionally one hears the re
mark: “I did not see anything in
The Courier-"Gazette about my
guests." A little reflection will
show the Impossibility of ob
taining the names of all summer
visitors who come to Rockland
in July and August. The.pa per
desires to note such arrivals (the
guests themselves look for it),
and to this end asks its readers
to send in such items, either di
rectly to the office, or to the
society reporter, Mrs. Leola
Noyes, whose telephone num
ber is 873-R. Social events as
well as arrivals and departures
are desired.

1PE<LAI

JEFFERSON LAKE

78-79

MNG UNTIL 10 O ULOt K.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
each 69c
WATERMELONS, large
each 25c
HONEY DEW MELONS, large 9’s,
ige
eer
Peaches, sfone Basket 55c. Plums Fancy
Red
Basket
20-oz cans 29c
2 tall cans 45c
2 2',-oz tins 25c

IONA PEAS
:
RED SALMON
DEVILLED HAM vwien^r.
MARSHMALLOWS
c.mPfir.
SPICED HAM
Horm.1'.

12-02. can

9-oz. jar 7c
lb. 33c
Sugar Cured
Sunnyfield Bacon ’/2-lb. pkg. 19c

Rajah Mustard
Sliced Bacon

Wax Paper

Cut-Rite

Jelly

2 8-oi. jars 25c

roll 5c

Ann Page
16-oz. jar | 7C
NBC
pkg J7C

Assorted Flavors

A"" Page

35c

Plain pint jar 29c

Stuffed pint jar

OLIVES Entsrc

PRESERVES

pound pig. |

PREMIUM FLAKE CRACKERS
NBC
ASSORTMENT DELUXE
Sultana
PEANUT BUTTER

p19- 29c
2-lb. jar 25c

•/j-lb. tin 19c

Reddy Fire Kindler 2 pLg»- 25c

Coconog

Clean, Safe
Rolled Oats
5-lb. bag 19c

Fruits for Salad 30-or. can 27c
Del

Monte

Sunnyfield

AT OUR MEAT MARKETS
Top Quality Always

FRESH EASTERN SALMON, to boil,
LIAMC
Il/A i VID,

Sunnyfield Sugar Cured
Meat and Grocery Stores

Whole or
Half

RIB ROAST BEEF, heavy steer

lb 27c
lb 29c
lb 25c

Chuck Roast, bone in, lb 2ic. Rump Steak, heavy steer, lb 45?
Frankforts, Pickwick brand, lb 19c. Minced Ham or Bologna, lb 21c

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Asparagus Tips 16-02. tin 25c
Del Monte
Rajah
Drinking Cups
3 pigs- 25c
Dextrose Sugar pound pig. 10c
Dili*
Q 28-oz
oe
YUKON CLUB TONICS, Content9
bottles
bottles
1 O 12-oz CQ
ir. hotties
Ginger Ale
bottles OUL
2 26-ox. bottles 25c
MOXIE
Contents
pint bottle 2 | C
ZAREX FRUIT SYRUP
Salad Dressing

8-o». jar |0c

ROOT BEER

Extract

Baker’s

3-oz. bottle | 5c

SI’KCIAI. OFFKIt! Hiindy Sputultt Turner
3-lb.
CCr
fur ic with vucli 3-lb. tin purchased economy tin ’■'**

8-oz jar I 3c

ENCORE MAYONNAISE
pint jar 23c
quart jar 39c

Viceroy Cigarettes,

16 OUNCE LOAF
Specially Priced This Week Only

pkg 15c

R«jah
2 8-oi. jars 25c
Choc. Susans
NBC
lb. |7c

Sandwich Spread

MOTOR OIL

A-Penn

Crrslmont Marsh. Bars 4 for 10c
Sky Top Bart.
4 for 10c
Crestmont Ptppcrmint
Patties.
4 for 10c
Warwick Nut Treat, 4 for 10c
Racer Bars.
4 for 10c
2,000 Mile Oil

2-gol. can 99c
Price Includes 8c tax

NOW PLAYING
“CASE AGAINST MRS. AMES"
MADELIENE CARROLL
GEORGE BRENT

TODAY
“THREE WISE GUYS”
with
ROBERT YOUNG

A

SMOOTH, tasty loaf of unusual flavor.

Baked in our own big daylight bak
eries by expert bakers. Delivered fresh
each day to your nearby A & P Food Store.

BORDEN'S CHEEST

E.coPt Swi„

2 'A-ib. pig,. 29c

Specially Priced This Ween

RYE BREAD
Swedish Style
16-oz loaf 7C
EVAP MILK
Whitehouse
3 14'j-oz cans £0c
CAMPBELL’S BEANS,
2 16-oz cans 13c
Get Your Copy af the A. & P. Menu Sheet. Ask the Manager For
It. It's Free.

A&P FOOD STORES

Phone 892
MAT 2 EVE 6:45 & 8:45
CONT SAT. 2:15 to 10:45

TEL. 409

& P FOOD STORES

I
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Waldoboro is guest of her aunt, Mrs.
‘Tire School an;’ the Community,"
WALDOBORO
SCHOOL IS OVER
Isa
Teague.
Hc'en Oldie; valedictory, "The New’
THE K. C. A.
Mrs. Alice Flint is visiting Mr. slid
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waltz and
Waldoboro H:g:i School,” Marga.tt
Mrs. Carl Beiker in Portland.
BV RODNEY E F£YLEP
son Miles returned Tuesday to Keene, Vacation Bible Students Con
Waldoboro
St. h'; award!
of honors, Pur>.
HOW RURAL RELIGIOUS
Mrs.
Carrie
Hassner,
Mrs.
Loiirig
COMMISSIONER «- SEA
SWORE FISHERIES '
clude Happy Sessions At
N. H., after spending a week with
Ear.e
Spear;
lonftiring
of
dlplcuns,
SHOWS
AT
8.00
P. M.
cC' °
EDUCATION PROSPERS
Clark and daughter of Rockland ere
Mr. and Mrs. Vesper A. Rokes.
First Baptist
t-upt. A !.,. fcl.it v; bened'‘Un,
guests of Miss Frances Simmons.
SATURDAY, JULY 4
Guests of Mrs. \lice Cook are Mr.
Arnold Levensaler has bought the iv r J. Reid P.uw f
Miss McKnight, director, was glad
The Vacation Bible School of the
and Mrs. Bernard Jordan of Med"'he
must
til
»•:
r
bers
furnish
d
by
“1 Married a Doctor”
house owned by the late Avery Welt
dened this past week with gifts from field Mass
First Baptist Church was completed
At the 43rd quarterly meeting of released in shoal water off Pleasant and with his family will move there. local people vl.'ed ruch to a fine
PAT O BRIEN,
two of the schools in which she has
Mrs. Carrie R. Smith resumed her with a demonstration Tuesday eve the New England Council held at Point this week and we are able to
JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON
Mrs. William McLaughlin and Miss and well done program. Four hun
dred attended the commencement
faithfully labored, the Long Cove duties Monday at the Knox County ning in the church aduitorium. A
watch
their
activity
at
low
water.
Matinee 3 P. M.
Ellie
McLaughlin
have
returned
here
large group of the parents and inter Rockland last Friday tnd Saturday In this manner we hope to make a
School gave her a box of handker- Trust Co.
for the summer. Mrs. McLaughlin, ball with music by Sal Gidillo’s
TUESDAY, JULY 7
Alfred Wyllie is spending two ested friends attended. At the close members of the Maine Division un 4 definite study of the value of plant who met with a severe accident, is a Orchestra.
,
chiefs and the Wlllardham School a 1
weeks at the Royal Ambassador of the exercises awards were given animously passed a vote expressing ing seed scallops along the coast.
The
class
roll
was
made
up
of:
I
patient in the Little Nursing Home.
. box of candy and flowers. In each
“Early To Bed”
Camp at Ocean Park. Rev. Howard A. to the children who had done the appreciation of the studies and sur
We are still looking for good old
Mrs. Albert Riley and Stephen Eleanor Ada Achorn, Richard Alva
case the teacher made the presenta
CHARLES
RUGGLES,
highest
grade
of
work.
Nancy
Greg

Welch is also passing two weeks
veys that are being made by this de New (England fish dish recipes. Riley of South Portland have been Achorn, Richard Waltz Benner, I
tion in a gracious manner, and Miss!
MARY BOLAND
ory and Helen Merry tied for first partment and of our endeavors to Hundreds of inquiries come to us
there as counsellor.
Charles
Leavitt
iBowers,
Bradley
guests of S. A. Jones. On their re- ;
McKnight voiced her appreciation
Also
the
The Children's Day program given place In the beginners department. encourage a greater development of annually asking for new and old wavs turn they were accompanied by Mrs. Glenford Davis; Burton Alfred |
with sincerity.
Lewis
Coltart
and
Barbara
Grover
Sunday night at the Baptist Church
Davis; Calvin Hall Elwell, Anna Lil
the fishing industry. We appreciate of cooking fish products. If any , Jones and Miss Helen Jones,
by the primary and Junior depart were close seconds.
display of cooperation and confl- reader of this column knows of an
Jasper J. Stahl of the faculty of lian Flanders; Richard Charles Free- |
All the rural schools are closed for
Mary’ Richards of Thomaston ac- dence and received from the members especially good recipe we would be the Hill School. Pottstown, Pa , is at man; Ruth Mae Geele; Bethoe 1
ments of the Church school was
the summer vacation, and already
Madelyn Harkins; Kelsey George
much enjoyed. On the committee complished the greatest amount of many interesting and enlightening glad to have it and to use it in our his home here for the summer.
plans are made for the Weekday
were Mrs. Jennie Kenniston, Mrs. work and with the highest average suggestions.
Miss
Laura
Whitcomb
Is
caring
for
Harkins; Kathleen Mae Higgins; I
various
pamphlets
on
the
types
of
Bible School, with this schedule:
Russell Dalton Hilton; Madelyn Mae
Avis Norwood. Roger Teague, and in the primary department. Those
THURSDAY, JULY 9
One
of
the
most
important
needs
fish.
Mrs.
Mary
Matthews
who
is
ill.
Tuesday, 9 a. m. Wheelers Bay
Miss Elizabeth Oxton. The program tleing for second place were Allen to properly present arguments why
Kennedy;
Avis
Merle
Maloney;
Ed

A scarcity of lobsters has sent, the ! Mrs. Mary G. Elkins has returned
and Clark Island at the chapel in
“Florida Special”
was: Song, primary department; reci- Glidden. Muriel Adams, Lilia John- I that the Maine fishing industry prices to a high level this month. We from a visit in Portland and Massa- win George Mank; Helen Louise
Clark Island. During July this
JACK
OAKIE,
SALLY FILERS
tations, Norma Ranquist, Alice son and Mary Ca*"erwood.
Oldis; Margaret Jackson Stahl; Wil
needs injections ot new activity and hope that with the establishing of chusetts.
school will be for pupils of Grade V |
Four
tied
for
first
place
In
the
Kenniston, Ruth Peas", Earl Pease,
, vitality is statistical data. Members our proposed rearing station this situaMrs. Myra Shepard of Bar Harbor bur May Vannah; Paul Denwood
SATURDAY, JULY 11
and over. The boys and girls will be
Frank Overlock, Bernys Overlock, Junior department, Osmond Palmer, of the Council asked for data on tion can be eliminated for good and is guest of Mrs E. B. Robertson,
Walter; Elsie Studley Winchenbach;
transported by the director from |
“Till We Meet Again”
Adelbert Norwood. Harold Pease Jr, Dorothy Havener, Alice Hall and j various matters and we could not the price and supply maintained at
Mary Sadie Winchenbach; Russell
• • • •
Wheelers Bay to Clark Island. Dur
HERBERT
MARSHALL,
Clyde Saunders, Eugene Peabody, Virginia Glidden. Eleanor Gregory, give these facts from actual records a reasonably normal average.
Graduation Program in New School Nathan Winchenbach.
ing August the school will be for
GERTRUDE MICHAEL
Charles Overlock Jr., Jeannette Per Arlene Pickett, Charlene Taylor and | as none have been kept in previous
We have been asked many times: The commencement exercises of
younger boys and girls, the same
Matinee 3 P. M.
ry, (Ethel (Wotton, Evelyn Wotton. Alice Pinkerton tied for very close years. One of the principal projects; why that the State does not seek to j the Class of 1936, first to be graduVINALHAVEN
transportation plans holding good.
Lois Noyes, Mary Ludwig; songs. seconds. Joe Mills and Pauline of the Department this year is the I utilize the Government hatchery at I ated from the new High School » ‘re
Miss Harriet Vinal of Natick,
SPECIAL—$10 given away each
Tuesday. 1:30 p. m. At Long Cove,
Willis Berry. Robert Wyllie, (Lois Havener tied for third place.
establishing of a statistical depart Boothbay Harbor. An investigation held in the auditorium Wednesday .Mass, is with her parents Mr. and
Saturday night in three prizes
and the boys and girls from Wlllard
In the intermediate department ment through which an accurate along those lines is being made but night and Friday morning of last Mrs. W. S Vinal for the summer.
Norwood, Mary Norwood. Lois BazeThis wt:k the 3d prize is $18
ham will join the local group.
79-80
more, Ann Norwood. Elizabeth Ken Clarence Butler attained first place record of the activity in our fishing there seems to be a general opinion week, the ball being held on the last
Mr and Mrs. Edward Prosser and
Wednesday, 9:30 a. m. At Broad
niston, Mary Ludwig, radio program. i. Those In second place were Donald Industry can be maintained.
that It would be better for us to build evening. The stage was banked in family, who were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sadie Robbins, Mrs. Andrew
Cove. At Lawry. 1:30 p. m. Hatchet
Adelbert Norwood. Ltnouncer, Harold Taylor and Shirley Firth followed by J QUr letters of invitation to the our own hatchery and have it free green with the class motto “Trifles Mrs. F. L. Roberts, have returned to Cassie and Mrs. William Lawry.
Cove boys and girls will be trans
Pease. Clyde Saunders. Eugene Pea- Josephine Farrington in the third service clubs of Maine to ask them to and clear from any Government rules Today. Treasures Tomorrow" done in Lisbon Falls.
Childrens Day was observed Sun
ported to this school, the first time
.body, Vemon Ranquist; song, pri- Position.
participate In a "Service Club Fish or red tape.
Elmer Coombs was a visitor in day at Union Church.
I suspended silver letters. The decora
that this village has participated In
mary department. Summer flowers
An appreciation
offering was week" during the week of July 20 are
An indlcatiiyi of the growing Inter tions were most attractive in cherry Rockland this week.
Miss Charlotte Webster was a visi
the work.
formed the decorations. Mrs. Avis taken for the two visiting teachers. meeting with gratifying response. est In salt water sport fishing Is seen red and silver gray, the class colors
Misses Ruth Wahlman and Kath tor in Rockland this week.
Thursday, 2 p. m., at Stickney
Norwood accompanied the vocal Miss Ann Fountain and Miss Elise Thirty-five clubs from all sections of In the formation of a Maine Coast with the class flower, the red rose, leen Cotter who have been in town
Mrs. Austin Calderwood and son
Comer.
__ _
„
... x
. i numbers. A talk by (Rev. Frederick Bills.
the State have written us pledging Rod and Reel Club at Pine Point predominating.
the past week, left Monday for Squlr- > Kenneth are guests of Capt. and
Friday 2 p. m. Junior Intermediate _ . . .
.
.....
The honor roll for the last week of their cooperation and offering to do with Norman A. Douglas of Portland
: Frederickson dealt with the mission
The program for class day in rel Island.
Mrs. Ira Smith in Norfolk Downs,
at Hope.
work in New York Harbor and was school includes: Beginners—Barbara everything In their power to help our elected as president. This Is a step cluded: Opening prayer by Rev. H.
Miss Caroline Dyer who has been Mass.
Grover. Helen Merry. Ruth Bowley, movement to rebuild the fishing In in the right direction and the new M. Taylor; president's address. Helen guest of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Black
Interesting.
Jerold Lloyd, who for the past week
Because of the disturbance in
Joyce Sayre, Kenneth Bradley. Betty dustry, along. Attractive souvenirs club can depend upon the Depart Oldis; class history. Charles Bowers in Augusta, has returned home.
has visited relatives in Boston, has
Palestine, the return trip is being
Walker's grocery open until ten Pendleton, Evelyn Pendleton, Janice will be provided and many clubs will ment for full cooperation at all times. and Richard Benner; class will. Elsie
W. Y. Fossett was recently In returned home.
made by the Hope group in two
o'clock Friday evening. Closed all day Stanley, William Pinkerton, Lewis engage men in the fish business as
Rockland
to visit Mrs. Fossett who
Winchenbach;
class
prophecy,
Avis
Miss Minnie Wood of Quincy, Mass,
weeks' time. It is expected that a
Coltart and Teddy Sylvester; Pri speakers.
the Fourth.
A library of photographs of steam xMaloney and Calvin Elwell; class is a patient at Knox Hospital.
is spending a vacation in town.
welcome-home party will be tendered
mary-Bertha Kenney, Betty Mc
Plans are being made for a mov propelled vessels that have plied Pe gifts to girls. Kathleen Higgins; to
Mrs. Edith Vinal. daughter Ger
Miss Elsie Holmwuist went this
to the young folks on arrival.
Graw. Cynthia Tibbetts, Agnes Pin ing picture of the industry in all its nobscot Bay and adjacent waters Is boys. Paul Walter; advice to the trude and Mrs. Gertrude Hall were
• • • •
RAZORVILLE
week to Squirrel Island for the sum
kerton. Avis Williamson, Eleanor
mer.
L. P. Jones is employed repairing Libby. Nadine Fuller. Barbara Fuller, phases. An illustrated lecture will be being gathered by John M. Rlchard- Juniors, Eleanor Achorn; response by visitors Monday In Rockland.
The Association has four Sunday
devised and presented to gatherings i son of The Courier-Gazette staff, a Junior. Olive Piper.
Miss Ruth Kenniston of Portland
Mrs. O. V. Drew entertained the
schools functioning at present at the barn of Edward Grinnell
Muriel Adams. Mary Cotton. MaryThe graduation exercises were: is guest of Mr and Mrs. Charles I Neighborhood Club Tuesday at Drew
Miss Marian Foster of Augusta Richards. Mary Calderwood. Lilia all over the State. Through this 1 He hopes to eventually have the colHope Comer, East (Union at 9:30
| Drop Inn.
standard. Clark Island at 1:30. and spoke last Thursday at the chapel to Johnson. Allen Glidden. Franklin method we hope to show the decline . lection and pertinent information Invocation. Mr. Taylor; salutatory ChUles.
in the industry, the present activity 1 nearly complete. Any pictures of “The Contributions of the Library to
Mrs. John Chilles and daughters
Returning from the American
an attentive audience and will again
North Warren at 2 standard.
Calderwood. David Libby. Manfred and the possibilities of the future. | steamboats, old or new. any size or Education." Sadie Winchenbach: Ruth and Mary were In Rockland Legion Convention in Lewiston Mon
• • • •
be there today. Thursday.
Sayre, John Sylvester. Gerald Brad When this is ocmpleted we shall offer condition, will be gratefully received The Contribution of the Newspaper this week.
day were Allston Roberts, John
Miss McKnight is beginning to
Ralph Hibbert made a "flying ley. Wayne Jones.
it to these service clubs as a pro-I by Mr. Richardson as well as tips as to Society, "Ruth Geele;" Educaiitn
Mrs. O. V. Drew entertained re- Wentworth, Everett Libby, Leslie
make plans for the annual meeting trip" recently from Connecticut
Juniors anl Intermediates: Irvin gram.
. » to where such pictures may be ob- by Radio; Be,hoe Harkins, "The : cently at Drew Drop Inn: Mrs Dyer, Hiram Young, Doris Shields,
which will take place on Monday. where he has employment.
Wooster. Lee Wotton. Elizabeth Has
Ten barrels of seed scallops were tained. —adv.
tf
Safety Campaign,” Wilbur Vannah; Charles Chilles. Mrs. Fred Coombs. Ida Libby and Ada Creed.
July 20. Place will be announced
Cecil Bradstreet and family of kell Charlene Taylor, Shirley Curtis,
I
Rhode
Island
are
at
their
home
here
later.
Pauline Havener. Eleanor Gregory,
1 for the season.
Dorothy Sylvester. Grace Bowley,,
Mrs. Blanche Johnston spent a day ' Dorothy Havener, Alice Pinkerton,
WARREN
j recently with her cousin, Edith
i Osmond Palmer, Joe Mills. Charles
Vernon Packard and fiancee Miss ! Overlock.
Femald. Milton Wooster. Richaid
Dorothy Nutt of West Rockport were
Osgood Moore and son~Lawrence I Young. Shirley Firth Josephine Far
in town Sunday.
were callers in town last Thursday. rington. Virginia Haskell. Evelyn
Mrs. Mary Hibbert visited recent Willis. Grace Blethen, Clarence
The post office will be open from
7:30 to 11 Saturday, and closed dur ly at the home ol Mrs. Northrop.
Butler. Malcolm Ingraham, Arnold
Mr. and Mrs. [Forrest Chapman Fernald. Albert Mills, Carlton Woos- !
ing the afternoon, the last mail to be
despatched at 3 p. m. There will be passed the weekend at Mr. Chap ter, Donald Taylor and Carlton
man's old home in Richmond.
Taylor.
no carrier service that day.
Clarence
Jones
of
South
Somer

Miss MacDonald wishes to express
Prock Brothers of Winslows Mills
her appreciation to every teacher and
have a contract for Installing steel ville was here on a recent visit.
Miss Josephine Merrill of Augusta helper for their fine co-operation
eye beams In the wet finishing room
at the mill. Other repairs will In was a caller In this vicinity last throughout the school and also to
the parents and friends who supplied
clude the laying of a new floor In Thursday.
Edith Overlock attended church cars for the transportation of the
the weave room.
recently In South Somerville where children to their various picnics.
The high wind Monday afternoon
the service was led by the young
broke a part of the huge elm located
people of the (Penny Memorial
Burdell's Dress Shop July Clear
In the rear of the G. Dudley louse
Church of Augusta. Dr. and Mrs W. ance sale—Cotton and Linen dresses
In the village. The branch measured
W. Wood were included in the com Misses sizes. Prices $1.95 to $495.
two feet through, and was 25 feet
Burdell's Dress Shop —adv. 79-lt
pany.
long. It narrowly missed he house
roof and the roof of an outlying
shed. The wind broke off a goodsized branch of an oak near the j
home of Henry Watts which fell into
the road blocking one side. A truck
wagon in the yard at Elbert Starrett's
was moved in a circular manner,!
several feet.
ft
Several from here attended the
Republican reception Monday after- ,
noon In the beautiful garden at the
E. Stewart Orbeton place In Wes!t I
Rockport. The rain drove the crowd,
but nothing daunted, many ad-'
joumed to the Orbeton barn where ,
the speakers resumed.
Callers Friday evening at the home
of George Teague were Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Blackington of Rockland.
Back Rest and Bag
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley were
Un
guests Saturday of Mr. and (Mrs. Ira
Eugley at Nobleboro.
Ernest L. Starrett and children,
Ruby, Ernest, and Margaret were
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and |
Mrs. John M. Richardson In Rock
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Batchelder
A clever, new double-purpose Beach
and family of Weymouth. Mass . are
Bag end Back Rest. Made of bright
visiting relatives here.
striped canvas. Folds together for a
The Mathews Memorial Library
HERE are more brands of Ethyl gasolines
per motor parts are oiled and cleaned, at
bag when you go to the beach
will be closed all day Saturday.
than there are makes and models of
the same time.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rowe have re
a be
cars.
And
no
one
brand
can
be
one
whit
turned home from a visit with rela-
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STAR

THEATRE

SCflMELING-LOUIS
FIGHT PICTURES

it’s

^EVERYTHING!

DRIVES

CLEANS

(A

400

-THE

DlTFEg&H?ETHYL gasolINE !

T

to visit her grandmother, Mrs. C. H.

1

Mrs. Jane Andrews, and chauffeur,

[Sidney

Vinal

visited

the

Gaspe

better than the basic gasoline to which the
Ethyl anti-knock fluid has been added.
But Tydol Ethyl is different!... With
Tydol Ethyl your motor is not only driven
with everything that Ethyl can give it in
smooth, knockless power...but all the up

In addition to Ethyl fluid, every gallon
of Tydol Gasoline contains a top-cylinder
oil and a carbon-solvent. Working together,
all three ingredients develop a new high in
motor performance and a new low in motor
upkeep. Next time try Tydol Ethyl. Sold
everywhere at the regular Ethyl price.
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nette Overlock. Charles Overlock Jr.

